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Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

Tom Acker.

Blaine Davis.

More than a dozen Portland-area investors have said that they would be beHer off (
today if they'd never met Thomas R. Acker and Blaine E. Davis II.
A couple of years ago, when the flood tide of real-estate speculation
I
washed over Portland, more than 1000 people paid their rent to Acker and Davis.
The duo loosely controlled more than 100 Maine buildings.
In a prospectus, Acker claimed those buildings were worth in excess of $38 million.
But today, as the tide ebbs, many of these buildings have been condemned to
a cycle of deterioration brought on by too much debt and too liHle maintenance.
One former Acker/Davis building, S6 Sherman St., has been the subiect of a flurry of recent
news reports. On Wednesday, March 22, Portland police discovered Maine's
first" crack" cocaine factory there. But those news .(IIccounts have failed to report
what has become of Acker and Davis since they sold those buildings.
Today, many prestigious investors are- finding themselves not only without the
money they gave Acker and Davis, but also in debt for millions more. Some of them are
beginning to wonder why they ever put such confidence in Tom Acker• .."I trusted the guy," said Dr. Joel Johnson, a former client, neighbor and close friend.
"Now I call him 'The Portland Con Man.' "
Other current and former partners called them "the con men."
And today, while their partners hire lawyers and their banks are looking for assets •••
Tom Acker and Blaine Davis are still in business.
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See page 8.
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IN BRIEF:
Planning Board seeks separation from Council

Ferry wants funding

FIt

Gerald Garman, president
of the Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD), said the
ferry service needs a $110,000
operating subsidy from the
City of Portland for the 1989
fiscal year in order to avoid a
10 to 12 percent increase in
ticket prices. While Portland's
bus system is subsidized,
Garman said City Hall is "not
receptive" to a ferry subsidy.
The CBITO estimates that
without a fare increase it will
lose $90,500 this year as more
private boats offer tour and
transportation services. The
CBITD has raised rates 10
percent each year for five
years, Garman said. The
CBITD would also like to take
over the role of the Maine
Public Utilities Commission,
regulating transportation
services in Casco Bay, Garman said.
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The Portland Planning
Board is rewriting its rules and
giving itself more autonomy
from the city council, but the
council is in no hurry to let that
happen. While the board has
settled on the changes it wants,
the council will have the last
word.
Changes to the process of
reviewing a development-site
plan have been waiting for
council attention since last fall;
changes to the planning board's
procedural rules are still being
altered to council specifications.
But the ground is thawing, and
the council hasn't addressed
these new rules for development.
"We're just waiting for the
city council to have a workshop on them. I'm hoping
they'll do that soon," said City
Planner Alex Jaegerman.
''We're looking at the start of
the building season."
But Nadeen Daniels, who
produces the council's agenda,
said she doubts the revisions
will see the light of the council
chamber soon - the council is
mired in budget review.

South Portland picks
committee

LEGISLATION
TO KILL OFF
COUNTIES?

,~
Pier 1has the perfect hamper for you.
They're all 20% off.
334 Forest Ave., Portland • 773-3356 ~ ~ e--;J !al
Coupon expire. April 9, 1989.

M & th 10-8; Tu, W & F 10-6; Sat. 9-5
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Weary of Walsh ? Depressed
by the D.A.? Sick of the Sheriff?
A bill proposed in the Maine
Legislature would give Mainers a chance to wipeout county
government totally, rather than
one official at a time.
Sen. Judy Kany of Kennebec
A Place1b DISCOVer. - I
is asking her colleagues to put
the question to Maine voters. If
the legislature likes her idea,
the question will show up on
the November 1990 ballot.
If Mainers liked it too, the
county governments would be
abolished. The legislature
would reassign the duties of
Maine's 16 counties to its 493
municipalities and its state government.
Cumberland
County's 330 employees might
find themselves, with the rest
if Maine's county employees,
outofajobon New Year's Day,
1991.
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There's NO 'Place
Like Home.

-Hannah Holmes

NEWS OF
THE WEIRD

Let Us Make Yours Beautiful
Custom Draperies, Slipcovers, Bedspreads, Dust Ruffles,
Pillows, Balloon Shades. Roman Shades, Swags andJabots.

• • •
Custom tailored exclusively in our own workrooms.
Measured and installed by experienced professionals.
Call 773-5741 for our FREE Shop-At-Home Service .
Or visit our Showroom.

The ~~&¥ Shop
Drapery Experts Since t 936

644 Congress Street, Portland in th e Lafayette Town House
Between Longfellow and Congress Square • FREE Parking-Ask at our front door

"'Waiter Guang Da Shen,
19, was charged with mugging
two customers outside the
Dragon House Restaurant in
Norwalk, Conn., after they had
left a $3 tip on a $50 check.
--Theodore Nye, a Potomac, Md., jeweler, filed a
lawsuit against Honda Motor
Company in October after the
motor scooter he had just
bought toppled over on him
before he could get it started,
fracturing his leg. He's asking
for $32 million in damages.
-In separate incidents last
August 17, British Royal Air
Force paratroopers on practice
exercises accidentally landed
on top of civilians, injuring
them. One crashed through the
windshield of a brand new car
in Farnsborough; another
landed on top of a woman
sunbathing a t Weymouth, and
knocked her unconscious.

The City of South Portland
has appOinted seven members
to a new Waterfront Advisory Committee. The panel
was created by the city council at the request of citizens
who were worried about random development. Its role is
to ad vise the council as it
develops a comprehensive
plan for the city. Members,
representing industrial and
recreational waterfront interests, are Russell D. Bonney,
Richard A. Holt, Edward L.
McBride, John L. Stuart, H_
Scott Thompson, L. Bradford
Thompson and Lt. Richard C.
Yazbek.

One of the most controversial changes to the procedural
rules would abolish the
council's right to ask or require
the board to reconsider a decision. The council wasn't aware
that it had this right until is
showed up last fall on a list of
changes the board wants. instead of tossing the rule out,
the council exercised it, requesting that the planning board reconsider its approval of the
Morrill's Court condominiums.
When the council used the
rule there was plenty of debate
on the wisdom of a political
body overruling the planning
board. The majority of councilors decided that in the Morrill's
Court case, it was OK. The
planning board, not surprisingly, refused to reconsider,
and Barbara Vestal, chair of the
board, says the board still hopes
the council will dump the rule.
Vestal said the board's aim
is not to achieve au tonomy, but
to reshape the city's philosophy of planning.
"It's updating our ordinance
so it's clear that the burden is
now on the applicant. I think

there's been a sense that (the
ordinance) hasn't been the most
effective vehicle for a number
of years," said Vestal. She said
the board's method is shifting
from finding" cause for denial"
to finding "standards for approval" of a development project.
One site-plan rule along
those lines would toughen standards for industrial development. If the proposed industry
was judged by the board to
lower the value of houses near
by, the project could be
squashed_ This revision was
added to the list at the suggestion of Richard Spencer, a West
End resident who fought the
building of tall cement-storage
silos on P.D. Merrill's waterfront property. It would formalize noise and dust standards that were tacked onto
the Merrill project as it
squeaked past the Council in
November.
Notification of neighbors is
improved in the proposals, too.
Jaegerman said that instead of
notifying only the abutting
property owners when a proj-

Credit where
credit is (way
over) due

Bush boats bash pots

I
'.

Election fllings f"mal
Carolyn Silvius surprised
the city clerk's office March
28 by turning in candidacy
papers for the Portland City
Council. Silvius had copied a
friend's papers instead of formally signing them out of the
clerk's office. Others who filed
for the two at-large seats are
incumbents Esther Clenott
and Linda Abramson, and
challengers Robert ''Danny''
Lee and David Koplow. Competing for the District 3 council seat are Thomas Allen and
Clifford Richardson.
School committee contenders are, for two at-large seats,
Nicholas Mavodones Jr. and
Richard M. Neally. For the
District 3 seat they are Nicholas Nadzo and Vinal Thompson. Municipal elections are
May 2.

-Chuck Shepard/AlterNet
-Hannah Holmes
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Star gazer at USM

-Hannah Holmes
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Kennebunk lobstermen are
planning a seafood summit
meeting with Coast Guard
and Secret Service staffers at
the Kennebunkport Consolidated School on March 29.
Harbor Master Ross Anderson said one man lost 14 traps
to the two Coast Guard boats
that accompanied President
Bush to Walker's Point in
February. Anderson said the
fishermen feel cooperative,
but "their main problem is
that they're losing gear, and
at 40, 45 bucks a shot, they
don't like it."

ect is being considered, landowners in a 300- to SOO-foot
radius would be notified. And
signs would be posted on the
property stating what is
planned.
"The whole idea is that it's a
democratic, participatory process," said Jaegerman. "If you
don't know about it, you can't
participate." The way people
may participate at public hearings is also addressed - who
can offer testimony, how often
and for how many minutes.
An important new rule is
being proposed that would
make the decision stick when
the planning board decides a
project is wrong for a neighborhood. An applicant whose
project was turned down by
the planning board would no
longer have the right to appeal
to the council. Opponents of
projects - usually the neighbors - don't have this right removing it from the rights of
applicants would put the two
sides on equal footing. Both
would have to take their appeals to Cumberland County
Superior Court.

Casco Bay Weekly ran an ad
last month that read, "ERASE
BAD CREDIT!" But consumer
agencies point out there is no
way to do that.
The DowneastCredit Workshop is the name of the company. A business card lists
"credit repair" and "budget
counseling" as services offered
by President Sam E. Shoaff
(Sammy Show-Om). Whoever
he is, he didn't return CBW
phone calls when the check,
which he sent in payment for
the ad, bounced.
At the Better Business Bureau, Manager Karen Shields
said, "If you have bad credit,
no one can take it off. There is
nothing like that."
At the Bureau of Consumer
Credit Protection in Augusta
Paul Karass, principal examiner, said, "All I know is this
guy advertises various credit
services, all under the name
Downeast something. We've
heard Sam gets $200 for his
services." Karass has tried to
reach Downeast, but says,
"Sam is never in." He says legislation will soon allow him to
examine Shoaff's scheme.
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Sometimes nothing will do
exceptpeanutbuner
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Mad Horse and Portland Stage
Company open two new plays

"'f~ i~
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LISTINGS
Tax help on page 22
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«.'""',(. N,W;" ART SEEN
Ethnic diversity in
Portland's art world
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How to play a'fait~

-Hannah Holmes
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PUZZLE .i hd:
ERNIE POOK

Ooops ...

"'~!~~i~paulsen

To call aUenlion to the Burger King cbaln's use of IcelaruJtcflsb, protestors marcbed Infront

oftbe Forest Avenue, Portland, restaurant Marcb 25. According to Greenpeace, organizer oftbe
nationwide protest day, Iceland continues to bunt set andfln wbalesfor export, violating an
international ban on commerdal wballng. Tbe boycoU on tbe purcbase of Icelmtdlcflsb Is
intended to pressure tbe country to stop whaling. About 30 people stood in sloppy snow to
shout, "Stop the slaughter!" Tbe Casco Bay Greens belped organize tbe POI-timId demonstration..

Photographs of Robert
Hains and Philip Jenkins were
misidentified in the Casco Bay
Weekly Cover Story of March
23. Their names, with their
quotes, were switched.
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TREASURE
HUNT

c..co a.y Weekly is a paper
for people liVing in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Porlland area It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc . from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland .
Maine 04102 .
Send us your event listings .
your angry lellers and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue In which you want it
to appear

775·6601
\
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OUT!
SPECIAL PURCHASE
by

FUTON SOFAB

Bonnie
Moore

While They Last

Where else, but•••

METk

A

CONVERSATION WITH

Sheldon .Chartier

1109 Forest Ave. Portland, ME • 878-2647
Store Hours: I.Ion. - Fri. to-6. Sat. 10-4 Free Parking in side parlong lot
EXR 68 ofll-295 lor 2 miles Across from O'Angelo Sandwich Shop

Going to the Mall?
Drop off your film
when you come in
to shop ...

TUESDAYS

2 1
~

WEDNESDAYS

5x7
Enlargement

99¢

A2ndsetofPrinls FREE with each
roll of35 mm. 110 or 126 film brought
in for processing. C-41 only.

35-110 only.

~~~--------~~~--------~

FRIDAYS

Pick your own special. Choose anyone
of the Monday - Thursday Specials

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

SOME SAY
POIIlIMD'S
A ONE
NEWSPAPER

TM....
NOT

ANYMORE.
-g-....,;r~A?n-.. -

390 Fore St.

773-3080

Chances are, you spend at least
an hour shopping every time
you go to the Mall. Why
not take advantage of
that time to have
your film
developed too?
Underground
Camera is
conveniently
located inside the
Mall and offers
studio quality
prints in about
an hour!

Pori"'''''. P~IAItW'lNli..

775-6601

Sheloon CTJartier gazes at the stars in Soutbwortb Plil!netarium.

Sheldon Chartier is a selfdescribed astronomy nut and
he has been ever since he
was a little kid in Vermont.
Once out of his teens, he
began to volunteer at the local
planetarium and by the time
he moved to Portland 10
years ago, he was ready to
make some money from his
hobby. He now works five
night a week at Southworth
Planetarium on USM's campus and recently added his
own creation to the facility's
list of planetarium shows.
Is working at the planetarium your full-time job?

Portland area and teach chil- statics around the top, a large
dren how to make their own bass speaker in the comer for
planetarium projector.
deep, booming sounds. It has
an eight channel reel-to-reel.
Two channels are for sound,
How do you do that?
one channel is for the computer,
The kids range in age from
two tracks for the laser graphsix to about 13. The projector is
ics and three are empty to be
made from black poster board
once we get more sophisand when they take it home it used
ticated.
works like a planetarium projector in their bedroom. It has a
Who is Southworth?
light bulb in it. They can add
The planetarium has been
.lasers if they want.
here for 18 years and the money
Which of the three laser
to build it was donated by Clara
shows - classical, top 40 or Southworth, who recently died
pink Floyd's "Dark Side of
atage 104. Theplanetarium was
built in memory of her husthe Moon" - is your personal favorite?
band Constant Southworth.

Well, it's part time, though I
I'm partial to the top 40 since
do between three and five I put the whole thing together_
shows a week. I do the laser
shows and the star shows.
Was it difficult to arrange
your own laser light show?
What is your other job?
We already had the tapes
I'm a seamster, a tailor at
and graphicS. It was just a
Portmanteau. I've been there matter of programming spefor two years and at the plane- dal effects into the computer.
tarium for seven.
We buy the program from
Laser Development Systems.
Do you have any other
You do need some computer
jobs?
skills and laser projection exOn one Saturday a month I perience to do this.
teach a planetarium workshop
for school-age children and I what kind of sOund system
am also starting an outreach do you have?
program where I travel to
We have nine speakers, four
schools outside the Greater around the base, four electro-

Do you still like this work
after all this time?
Yes, I'm lucky to have such
a great and fascinating hobby
and to be able to work at it too.
I never get tired of the shows.
Never.

The
Original

Bolo Lure

I
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get a
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Get a

I FREE Collage'Matte

Get it
at

I

With each
roll of film
processed
receive an
8Xl0
Matte Tech
llage matte

7 moulton street portland me 04101 207.761.4681
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Pick up your
pictures when
you're ready
to stop.

SECOND
SET OF
COLOR
PRINTS
for only

99¢

With each roll of film processed, receive
a second set of prints for only 99¢ (24
exposures) or $1.49 (36 exposures).

expires 4/29/89, 110 or 3Smm color print film only, with this coupon only, not valid with other offers.

UNDERGRO-U ND CAMERA
at the Maine Mall

-----------------------------
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s. Portland, ME

Open Sunday

What do you want to be
when you grow up?
I want to bea tailor. No,just
kidding. I really want to be a
brain surgeon.
Bonnl. Moor. has been accused olvis·
iting Mars on more than one occasion. She
insisls those visils have just been at pfanetariums and in dreams. except for that one
time she took the wrong exit oft Route 95.

THIS IS YOUR LAST WEEK TO PLAY CBW's TREASURE HUNT AND ...

WIN A TRIP TO THE BAHAMAS!
SEE PAGE 28 AND GET YOUR ENTRY IN BY APRIL 11
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Mr. Koppel?
One of the really neato
things about this country is
the fact that Ted Koppel looks
the same in California as he
does in Maine. Laura Fraser,
a San Francisco-based
freelance writer, worte her
opinions about Ted Koppel
for the San Francisco Bay
Guardlan_

he Rites of Spring
1. Go outdoors more often .
2. Exercise more often.

~

Sit bac~ relax and enjoyyour flight 0 0 C3

Amaryllis
Clothing Co.

3. Eat fruits and vegetables more often.

41 Exchange Street.

oJl-h~

4. Wear PUTUMA~O mere oftell.

Portland. ME 04101

772-4439

Available only at Amaryllis.

Mon.·Sat. 10-6
Thurs. 10-8 Sun. 12-6

Short stories sought for
Casco Bay Weekly's first

n jea1\':\T.
~

I. }

,smoked turkey • corn beef. BLT in pita bread
chicken salad • turkey cuke. ham salad
all with unusual & delicious extras!
$1.75 to $2.25

.
newspapers • m.agazines • Ice cream.
.
coffee. donuts. beer .Wlne
sandwiches. snacks

Cheapest
Beer & Wine
in the Old Port

•

OPEN TILL
IAMFRI&SAT
Mon-Thur 6:30 am-11:30 pm
Fri 6:30 am-l:00 am
Sat 11 :00 am-I :00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE WATERFRONT

Relevant Fiction
Competition
._ ~
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Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished
short stories on topics relevant to modern life in the Casco
Bay region. A panel of four judges will choose the three most
compelling, well-written and relevant short stories for
inclusion in Casco Bay Weekly's first Relevant Fiction Issue,
June 22, 1989.
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of
everyday life here in the cities and towns of the Casco Bay
region, and we are looking for stories that demand to be told:
fiction that is evocative and finely tuned to the author's
intention. (Please do not submit stories in the "genre"
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction,
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
The judges are: Elizabeth Cooke, author of "Complicity"
(Little, Brown/1988) and chairperson of the English
Department at Waynflete School in Portland; Gary Lawless,
author, publisher of Blackberry Books and co-owner of Gulf of
Maine Books in Brunswick; Barbara Hope McGrath, author,
director of the "Celebrate Writers!!" program and a writing
teacher at University of Southern Maine; and Mark
Melnicove, author and publisher of Dog Ear Press in
Brunswick.
Double-spaced manuscripts of 2500 words or less (only)
will be accepted until the end of the business Friday, May 12,
1989. Complete submission guidelines can be picked up at:

187 Clark Street

Portland, Maine 04102

ABC's "Nightline" advertises, in its modestly diplomatic
style, that it "may be simply
the best program in the history
of broadcast journalism."
That's quite a claim for such
a ''balanced,'' "objective" news
.operation, but 1'd have to agree
that with the possible exception of "Get Smart," it's probably true. First, there's Ted's hair,
which is fascinating. But the
greatest thing about "Nightline" is it makes you quite
pleased with yourself before
you pad off to bed: It's impossible to sit through half an hour
of Elliot Abrams, Henry Kissinger or any of the other snakes
Ted Koppel charms without
going to sleep later feeling like
a peaceful, moral, warmhearted soul.
Some people, however, find
"Nightline" a little more disturbing.
Two sociologists from Boston College, William Hoynes
and David Croteau, recently
conducted a survey of 40
months' worth of "Nightline"
(865 programs and 2,498 invited guests from Jan. 1, 1985
through April 30, 1988) for the
New York-based media watch
group Fairness and Accuracy
in Reporting. The study, "Are
You On the Nightline Guest
List?," quantifies what anyone
who watches the show regularly has viscerally realized:
The overwhelming majority of
guests are white guys in grey
suits from the intertwined government, military and corporate elite.
Conspicuously uninvited
are women, minorities, progressives or anyone else who
might expand the parameters
of debate beyond the Wall
Street and White House "we."
Here are a few of the dirty
s ta tis tics:
lSi" The top four "Nigh tline"
guests were all right-wing ideologues or war criminals or both
- Henry Kissinger and Alexander Haig (14 appearances each),
Elliot Abrams and Jerry Falwell (12 appearances each).
B" Eighty-ninepercentof the
total U.S. guests were men (and
remember that frequent guest
Jeanne Kirkpatrick counts as a
woman). Of the 19 guests who
had appeared on the show

more than five times, none was
a woman. On programs about
international issues, 94 percent
of the guests were men. Fortyone percent of the women who
did appear did so on programs
about social issues - areas perceived as traditionally female.
lSi" Ninety-two percent of the
guests were white.
B" Eighty percent of the U.S.
guests were professionals,
government officials or corporate representatives. Only 5
percent were public interest
representatives (peace, civil
liberties, environmental, etc.),
and less than 2 percent were
labor or racial! ethnic leaders.
lSi" Hardly any non-establishment guests were deemed
important enough to appear on
the show alone, with the exceptions of Jesse Jackson and
Studs Terkel. Solo guests inchided such people as Henry
Kissinger (again), Jimmy Carter, Gary Hart, Robert McFarlane, Richard Secord, Zbigniew
Brzenzinski, Alexander Haig,
Caspar Weinberger, George
Shultz, etc. But no public interest leaders were booked for a
solo gig.
oW "Nightline's" Central
America coverage followed the
Reagan administrationagenda.
Twenty-two programs dealt
principally with Nicaragua
(and protecting "our" interests
there), while none focused principally on El Salvador, Honduras or Guatemala and the U.S.backed human rights abuses
there.
~ On programs about the
economy, one in three guests
was a corporate representative,
and only one in 20 represented
labor.
These statistics wouldn't be
so grim if "Nightline" didn't
represent itself as presenting
two sides of an argument, with
Koppel the unshakably impartial arbiter in the middle. The
appearance of balance occurs
on the show when a right-wing
zealot is paired with a moderate or liberal government official. Real critical or dissident
voices are rarely heard.
The funny thing, though, is
that "Nightline" Executive
Director Richard Kaplan's response to FAIR's studied accusations of imbalance is: "Nightline" is a news show, not the
op-ed page of ABC news. He
said they just cover the newsmakers, many of whom happen to be conservative white
men.
Now, this is a strange new
definition of newsgathering.
Up until now, I've always
understood that newsgathering involves rounding up a few

conflicting sources to try to
piec~ together a reasonable
version of the truth, not acting
as a PR tool for one side, thereby
enhancing the power of that
(right-wing) side.
As Jeff Cohen, executive
director of FAIR told me, "If
it's a news show, it should start
acting like one, and use critical,
independent or dissident
sources."
Laura Wessner, "Nightline's" press representative,
told me that while "the whole
staff looked at the study and
thought it was very important,"
"Nightline" "can't help it if the
world leaders are white men."
She challenged me to come
up with the names of women
who are powerful and important enough to put on "Nightline." When I gave her several
names off the top of my headEleanor Smeal, Faye Wattleton,
Randall Forsberg, Barbara
Ehrenreich, Frances Moore
Lappe, Pat Schroeder - she
mumbled something about
how "we haven't done shows
on those topics."
No kidding.
Christopher Hitchens, a
correspondent for The Nation
and author of "Prepared for
the Worst," told me that on
"Nightline," it's "quite incredible how narrow is the Rolodex
of people from whom they
select." But that, he says, is not
so unusual for mainstream TV.
But what especially irks
Hitchens a bou t "Nightline," he
says, is the professorial presence of Henry Kissinger. "He
appears not as a defender of a
certain position on the extreme
right in the American establishment, but as an impartial
commentator," Hitchens told
me. Hitchens claims Kissinger
even gets paid a fee for his appearances, but he said when he
phoned Koppel to find out how
much, Koppel replied, "I won't
tell you, sweetie." Wessner
claims Kissinger has never
received a fee for his appearances.
Hitchens also mentioned a
speech Kissinger gave to a private breakfast of Israeli and
Jewish political organizations
this year in which he recommended that the way to deal
with the uprising of the Palestinians was to expel the American electronic media from the
West Bank. "When he said that,
he argued against what ABC
exists to do," says Hitchens.
It seems ABC is a little fuzzy
about what it exists to do, as
well.
Mr. Koppel?

Doctors are able to help people
when they are sick. Lawyers are
able to help people who have been
wronged. Because our society values
their services, we reward them with
our money and our respect.
But when doctors and lawyers
invest the money we have paid them
in speculative purchases of slum
housing -- as so many did with the
help of Tom Acker and Blaine Davis
-- then they do us all a whole lot
more harm than good.
Those who claim they didn't
know what they were investing in
are that much more morally repugnant for not having even enough
social concern to look at the
impact of their lives on those of
their neighbors. They do not
deserve our money.
And the doctors and lawyers
who knowingly allowed their excess
wealth to cause harm to their
r ni ghbors -- harm which may eventu_. y force those victims to seek
.ed.i.<::al or lAC ... l halp - - -o-l-,cy have
y nically stooped so low that they
deserve neither our money, our
respect nor even our sympathy.
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Tax breaks and real estate

Blaine Davis.

Tom Acker.
Wh~n

the flood tid~ of real-estate
speculation first washed over Portland,
the '80s were young and the sharks were
ready. Today, as the water settles back
into its natural rhythm and the decade
draws to a close, it is becoming clear who
got fat and who got eaten.
At some moment during this frenzied
decade, more than 1000 tenants paid
their rent to Tom Acker and Blaine Davis.
These two native sons bought and sold
more than 100 buildings they claimed
were worth more than $38 million.
Now lawsuits seeking millions of
dollars are mounting against
their assets,
which dwindle as the real estate market
ebbs. And as the lawyers trawl overhead, Acker and Davis and their prestigious partners are finding that in the
murky world of tax-shelters and realestate speculation, when sharks eat
sharks, few tears are shed.

Story by Monte Paulsen
Photos by Tonee Harbert

Thomas ~. Ac~er and Blaine E. Davis II joined forces six years ago for the
purpose of mvestmg other people's money in real estate. They arranged realestate partnership~ called "syndicates" to take advantage of falling interest rates,
Reagan-era tax wnte-offs and the booming Portland real estate values of the mid
1980s.
:rom Acker grew up in Gorham. According to one partner, he worked as a loan
officer and an accountant before opening his own office as a financial consultant
while still in his early 30s. Acker cultivated a reputation as a financial consultant
who specialized in helping high-income clients manage their money. His associates describe him as a "family man" who lives in Gorham with his wife Jane and
their fiv~ ch?dren, two of whom are adopted. Jane's parents, Ann and Ben
Fauver, live In another house on the same lot.
. ".1met Torn around.1983," said Blaine Davis, a bit younger than Acker but also
m hIS early 30s at the tIm~. A licensed real-estate broker, Davis grew up in South
Portl~nd .and saw.the fruits of successful real-estate speculation first-hand while
working In the office of another broker. "Used car salesman" is the tenn that most
often comes up when people describe Davis, who they say has taught sailing and
likes to fly planes.
Acker had already assembled a few syndicates before meeting Davis. Together they set up many more. Bayside Associates was one of the earliest and was
typical of how . their s~ndicat~s were structured. According to a pa;tnership
agreeJ?ent on fIle as. eVidence m Cumberland County Superior Court, Bayside
ASSOCiates worked like this:
In 1984, Acker and Davis joined with six partners: Dr. William S. Carter III,
attorney and fonner Falmouth Town Councilor Peter W. Culley, Dr. William G.
Housl~y, Dr. Saul ~atz, New York stockbroker Edson V. Mitchell and Dr. James
N. Whipple. The s~x were responSible for investing a total of about $300,000 in
seed money, to which Acker and Davis added just $500 apiece in order to become
the minor, but managing, partners.
With that money as.a ~own payment, Acker and Davis purchased six aging
Portland apartment buildings on Shennan and Mellen streets. According to city
tax reco:ds,.the total sales p~ice for those buildings was $1,410,000. County deeds
records indicate that People s Heritage Bank loaned them $937,000 of that money;
and that the seller, Ronald A. Vincent, loaned them another $262,500.
,~ity ta,~ recor~s s.h ow that wit~in three years, Bayside Associates had resold,
or sp~, the bull,dmgs. Three different buyers paid a total of $2,263,000 for the
propertIes - $853,000 more than Bayside paid for them. Assuming that the rent
col1~ted on t~ose 66 al?artments covered the monthly payment to People's
Hentage, BaySide ASSOCIates made $853,000 in profit on an investment of only
$300,000 in less than three years.
And aft~r taxes the Bayside investors probably did even better. During the life
of the B~yslde.deal, Acker's high-income investors, several of whom were also his
ac~ountmg clients, were able to benefit from provisions in the tax code which
eXIS~ed only between the 1981 Reagan-revolution tax act and the 1986 DemocratIc~eJ?anded tax refo~ act. By ?airning ;he high operating expenses of these
old buildings as losses a~a.mst t~e m.vestors above-average income, Acker was
!egally capable of provldmg hIS clients enough tax savings to recoup their
Investment.
"Peol?le ~ere looking for losses at the time," explained Roger Gendron, who
along With hiS brother Charlie sold the Bayside properties to Acker and Davis,
and later fO.r them. "Technically the buildings were losing money, but after the
refund the mvestors would corne out ahead."

Caught in the spin cycle
But while the. Bayside investors were corning out ahead, the buildings themselves were fallmg further and further behind. After three years of minimal
management by Acker an~ Davis, haIf of the Bayside buildings fell into the hands
of new owners who continued to neglect them - including the now infamous
New Shennan Street Associates.
"I'~~ nev~r seen an Acker/Davis property that couldn't have been managed
bette~1 ad~~ted Roger Gendron, who added that older properties such as the
BaySide buIldmgs usually require a considerable amount of maintenance. "Some
of the people who got into real estate when it was tax-driven didn't know what
management entails."
Whether they knew what it entailed or not, Acker and Davis did start a
mana&ement arm ~f their operation. Investment Property Management was paid
by therr own ~yndicates to collect the rents and pay the bills, thereby providing
themselves WIth yet another profitable niche in the deal.
B~t ci~y tax and co~ty deed records indicate that paying their taxes certainly
wasn t high ~O?g therr m~nagement priorities: during the three years Bayside
owned the buildings, th~ CIty of Portland was forced to place liens against each
of them and actually begin foreclosure before Acker's office paid the property tax
~wed. ~e same records show that Bayside still owes the city more than $10,000
m unpaId property tax - even though they have not owned the buildings in
almost two years.

Even now that they have sold the buildings, Bayside continues to playa role
in their deterioration. Because Bayside holds large second mortgages on the four
Sherman Street buildings, they are effectively forcing the current owners to take
substantial losses in order to sell their troubled properties. (See "Spinlords," at
right.)
One of the buildings that Bayside Associates still holds such an interest in is
56 Sherman St., which recently earned the dubious distinction of housing the first
"crack" cocaine factory ever busted by Portland police. Following that revelation,
the Parkside Neighborhood Association held a much-publicized press conference in conjunction with Portland police chief Michael Chitwood.
"Speculation by absentee landlords has endangered our neighborhood," said
Parkside Neighborhood Association spokesperson and state representative Herb
Adams at the press conference. "This has been a bitter lesson. But a valuable
education."

.IISa fe, conservative investments"
At that press conference, members of tbe Parkside Neighborhood Association
handed out a laundry list of landlords in their neighborhood. Among the many
names on that list were those of Torn Acker and Blaine Davis. The neighborhood
group detailed how much Bayside had paid for the buildings in 1984 and how
much they had sold them for in 1986 and 1987.
What the neighbors didn't know was how many more syndicates Acker and
Davis had put together in the mean time.
"We would sit around the office at night and tease Torn," said Adrienne
Friend, who worked for Acker as a secretary. "We'd call him a slumlord. He
would just lean back and laugh."
Torn Acker and Blaine Davis had good reason to laugh - all the way to the
bank. Because the investors liked the tax benefits and. the profits Acker was
showing them on paper, they didn't question the fees Acker and Davis collected
for handling the buildings. Because these successful doctors and lawyers didn't
live on Shennan Street, they didn't see what was happening inside their buildings. And that's not all they didn't see.
Dr. Joel Johnson was one of the early investors. A neighbor and close friend of
Acker, Johnson said he first met Acker in 1978 while Acker was working as a loan
officer for Maine National Bank. When Acker started his own accounting finn,
Johnson "became his first client" and recommended him to other physicians.
"We'd go out for dinner. We went sailing. Our kids would play occasionally,"
said Johnson. "All of this reinforced my trust in him as my friend and attorney,
my financial advisor and my accountant."
On his "friend's" advice, Dr. Johnson borrowed $50,000 and became one of
four investors in Melcher Associates, another early Acker/Davis syndication.
Like the Bayside buildings, Melcher's six run-doWl,l Waterville apartment buildings sold for a profit.
"I guess I got caught up in it," said Johnson. Instead of taking his money back
when the Melcher buildings sold, Johnson followed Acker's advice and reinvestedit into other Acker/Davis deals. As his accountant, Acker knew how much
money Johnson was making before Johnson did. As his financial advisor, Acker
had an investment deal ready and waiting for that money.
Every one of the dozen doctor and dentist partners who spoke to Casco Bay
Weekly related similar experiences. Embarrassed by their foolishness and silenced by their pending court battles, they spoke only on the condition that they
not be named. But their stories were remarkably similar. They all said that they
trusted Acker because he did a good job keeping the books at their offices and
because he was a friend.
Because they trusted him and because most of them were busy with their own
practices, the physician partners would sign when and where he told them to.
Several described incidents at which they had no idea how much money they
were borrowing or what they were buying with it.
"I told him that I wanted to make safe, conservative investments," said one
young surgeon. "He told me that these were safe, conservative investments. I
didn't look into it any further than that."
The same surgeon told of a year-end meeting with Acker at which he and his
wife asked for about $20,000 of his ~arnings so that she could build a house on her
parents' fann. According to the couple, Acker strongly discouraged them from
spending their own money - advising instead that they reinvest it with him.
"We trusted him," said the surgeon. And so Acker kept the money.
In this way, Acker kept a lot of money. Casco Bay Weekly has identified 30
local investors in Acker/Davis syndicates, but several of them said there were as
many as 90 investors scattered across as many as 40 different syndicates. (See "By
any other name," page 10.)
At their peak, Acker and Davis loosely controlled partnerships which owned
about 1000 rental units in more than 100 buildings. A prospectus prepared by
Acker for a subsequent syndicate deal that never happened claimed that these
buildings were worth in excess of $38 million dollars - and that new syndicates
had another $35 million of real estate under contract.
In that same prospectus, Acker claimed a personal net worth of more than $5
continued on next page ...

ParksUle Neigbborbood Assoc1aHon spokesperson Herb Adams spoke to
representattves of local newspapers, television and radio stations during tbe
neighborhood association's press co1fference beW Morutay, March 27, on
Sbenna7J Street. Portland police chief Michael Chitwood, at right, also spoke.

•

Spinlord patrol
Four of the buildings that Bayside Associates "spun" to new investors
may soon be sold again. Diana Huot, executive director of the non-profit
York-Cumberland Housing Development Corporation, said that she has
secured contracts on 56, 60 and 77/79 Shennan St., owned by New Shennan
Street Associates, and also on 111 Shennan St., owned by Jaynell Associates.
"But," she added, "there is much to be negotiated."
Embarrassed by a flurry of publicity that began with Casco Bay Weekly's
Jan. 12 "Secret Slumlords" story and crested after the much-publicized
"crack" cocaine arrests of March 22, both the Jaynell and New Shennan
Street partners have become what real estate brokers call "highly motivated
sellers."
. Hout would not disclose the price her agency offered for the buildings,
but one local broker said that prior to these contracts no one had offered
either partnership as much money as they had paid Bayside for the buildings.
Because their purchases were made with little or no money down, every
dollar Jaynell and/or New Shennan Street Associates lose on their hasty
sales will be a dollar they will still owe to someone - and in these cases that
someone is Bayside. In addition to their bank mortgage, which gets first
crack at the sale revenues, Jaynell owes $218,000 to Bayside in the form of
a "second" mortgage. New Shennan Street, likewise, owes $130,000 to
Bayside Associates and another $25,620 to Torn Acker and Blaine Davis
personally.
Both current owners believe that Bayside is partially responsible for their
predicaments and both have invited Bayside to share in their losses,
according to the local broker.
The Parkside Neighborhood Association, meanwhile, has vowed to keep
the pressure on both the fonner and current owners to either refonn or sell.
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milliodn. He anfd Davis owned an airplane together and they travelled frequently
'
accor mg to ormer employees.
.They hired a C~A, an attorney, several property managers and moved their
~~~f ~~o E-~h ~:g~ on the second floor of an elegant Victorian building at 148
Pear11ss~ci~t:s~ t e others, that building was bought by a syndicate, Silver

WhSeve~~~.of t~eirS~lnvestor/partners related the sense of excitement they felt

en vISI"m~ t e l ver P~~rl offices. "One person would be on the hone to a
Ge~dro]1' said a partner,. another would be on the phone to a bant"
'dr~ d go to partnership meetings and everything looked OK in the books"
sal 0 nson, who had become involved in at least eight syndicates by 1988. "We

By any other name •••
. Becaus~ each d~al they do involves new partners in a new corporatIon, syndlcat?rs gtve each deal a different name. Because Maine law
does not requITe registration of general partnership real-estate corporatIons, no ~ne (except Tom Acker and Blaine Davis) knows exactl
~ow many ?ifferent names they have done business under. But accordIng to vanous tax, title and court documents Casco Bay Weekl
.researchers have uncovered at Portland City Hall and the Cumberlan~
County Courthouse, Acker and/ or Davis have done business under at
least these 45 names:

Acker and Messinger
Atlantis Investment Group
Augusta Realty Associates
Augusta Realty Associates II
Bayside Associates
Bayside II Associates
Biddeford Realty Associates
Blaine Davis Associates
Brunswick Realty Associates
821-831 Congress Street Associates
823 Congress Street Associates
CV Partners (for Colonial Vii/age)
CV Partners II
Eagle Mountain Associates
Eagle Mountain Associates II
Gould Building Associates
125 Grant Street Associates
Greater Bangor Realty Associates
Greater Portand Realty Associates
(also called GRPA)
Hopkins House
Investment Property Management
Jay-Livermore Associates
Lafayette Associates
Lewiston Realty Associate~
LTA, Inc
Maine Eagle Associates
Maine Eagle II Associates
Maine Professional Real Estate Development, Inc.
(also called MEPREDI)
Melcher Associates
Middle Exchange Associates
Mid-Maine Associates
New Maine Realty Associates
New Meadowbrook Realty
North Atlantic Real Estate
Oak Grove Realty Associates
Preble Street Associates
Riverplex Realty Associates
Rockland Realty Associates
Silver Pearl Associates
Southern Cumberland Associates
204-206 Spring Street Associates
Thomas R. Acker & Associates, Inc
Waterville Realty Associates
Waterville Realty Associates II
Winter Park Associates
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thought we'd made a great profit.
"Of course," he added, "the books didn't show the $100,000 in unpaid bills."

Covering up
As 1988 dawned, the harsh light of financial reality began to fade the veneer
of success at 148 Middle St. By the fall of that year, Acker and Davis had parted
wars and many .of their prestigious investors had given up hope of ever seeing
their money agam.
"I was meeting with Tom one day and he told me everything was fine" sa'd
Joel Johnson .. It was January 1988, and on the following day Johnson drov~ nor~h
on other busmess.
"The next day I met with the manager of (some of) the buildings and was told
that we had $30,000 i.n acc.ounts payable," said Johnson. "I made out checks for
$10,000 to s.ome heatmg 011 company just so those tenants wouldn't freeze."
Then, said ,Johnson, "I got a lawyer."
Johnson said that he later discovered that money belonging to several partnerships had been commingled with other Acker accounts. Along with most of the
other partners v.:ho sp?ke to Casco Bay Weekly, Johnson said that he believed
that Ahcker was slphomng money out of successful syndicates to cover up losses
on ot er deals.
. Tom Ac~er refused to discuss any of these allegations. Of his syndications he
~~~e~~ly, 'The tax law changed and it (syndication) didn't make sense any-

The tax r~form act passed in 1986 did playa major role in changing the face of
:eal estate mvestme~t ?y ending the tax breaks that attracted hi h-income
mvestors to older bUlldin.gs. But according to numerous former pa~tners and
employees, the problems m the Acker/Davis empire ran deeper than that.
~f~er t~e fact, I learned more of the details about these buildings" said one
phYSICian. That made me uneasy."
'
h ~ne-by-one, !ike th~ doctor and Joel Johnson, many of the public ci tizens who
ad Invested pnvate!y In Acker/Davis partnerships were discovering that they
owned slum propertIes.
S~veral partners said .th~t syndicates they were involved in forced Acker and
DaVIS to sell the slum bU!ldmgs. A half-dozen properties in Portland's West End
were ~mong those forced to be sold, said a partner in Greater Portland Real Estate
Assocl~te~, the s~dicate which had held them. Other partners described similar
scenanos m LeWiston and Waterville.
Several of the buildings Acker and Davis were forced to unload did not sell for
as much as they had forecasted. And because the bUildings were purchased with
so much debt, the selling syndicated would remain in debt even after they no
longer owned the bUildings.
. "It bec~me a PO~i scheme at the end ~s Acker tried to salvage his reputation,"
sa~d one mvestor. Acker was scrambling to put things back together. He did
thmgs that he probably shouldn't have done."
. New Meadowbrook Realty Associates was the thing that investor was referrm&, to, and the "things" done with the New Meadowbrook syndicate were
typical of the "things" the other partners described.
In December 1986, Acker borrowed $350,000 from Key Bank, with which he
leverag~ the purchase of the Meadowbrook Apartments on Forest Avenue
~ccordl~g to a subsequent letter, the bank understood that Acker was goin t~
find 10 mvest?r partners who would each contribute $35,000. Once all of~he
p~r~ers had signed on, the loan to Key Bank would be retired. Several partners
did sign on, and all seemed well until they received letters from Key Bank asking
where the $350,000 was.
~cker offered this. reply to the partners in a January 1988, letter:
I hav.e recently discovered that funds have been received from five investOr
partners ~ the amount of $165,000 but that only $20,000 has been applied to the
outstandIng loan balance.
"M"I have no fully satisfactory explanation for this problem" continued Acker
y real estat.e business had become too large and has lacked appro riat~
controls. Effective Jan~~ry 31, 1988 I have removed the real estate staff and have
~~~,:~:~ll check wnting and operational control to avoid reoccurrence of this

f

Acker!Davis employees said that Acker ousted Davis from their Middle

St.~fet ?fflce only a few months after writing that letter. According to employees
st!. With .Acker at the time, Davis did not go easily. On several occasions the

~Idh' DavIS returned to the office yelling and screaming, demanding to see Acklr

ng t away.
Acker, by all accounts, was in little better shape. One employee said that he
~~s. once f?und hitchh~king.away from the office and that on another occasion he
I . m a stairwell to aVOId bemg seen by a visitor. By mid-summer Acker who had
a history of workin~ long and regular hours, was rarely found at 148 Middle St.
The pa:tners said that the partnership meetings became more and more
~onfr~ntatlOnal as the syndicates crumbled. Several described bizarre episodes
m whlc? Acker would "freeze up," or, as Joel Johnson said, "he would b
cata~omc, t?en break down and cry."
ecome
Fmall y. m the fall of 1988, Silver Pearl ASSOciates, the syndica te set up by Ack
at~ DavIS to purchase their historic 148 Middle St. offices evicted Acker Th:;
c aimed that AC.ker had even failed to pay the mortgage, taxes and rent for h'
own elegant offICes.
IS

"The Maine lawyers relief ad"
d In the records. office at the Cumberland County Courthouse, the normally
e~ure de.rk smirked when she was asked for cases involvin Tom Acker and
~laline ~~v:. If~ta~ked in on~ place, the paperwork for all the ~ourt cases on file
hf;hr:s c er, avIS and their assorted partners would stand more than a yard
Thl ere are cases brought by buyers, sellers, managers, tenants contractors
emp oyees, partners...
'
,

TlJis elegant Victorian building at 148 Middle St. was once Tom Acker and Blaine Davis' headquarters - before they were evicted by their own syndicate.

And banks.
Key Bank currently has three cases pending against Acker and Davis under an
assortment of corporate names. Those cases seek a total of $443,000 in unpaid
short-term loans and another $150,000 in punitive damages. Each of these cases
charge that Acker and Davis knowingly committed fraud by submitting financial
statements about themselves and their companies which they knew to be false.
Casco Northern and Coastal banks have each received judgments a'Varding
them more than $105,000 each and Maine National has been awarded a judgment
for another $50,000 - all against Acker and Davis.
What these banks are discovering, however, is that getting a judgment against
Acker and Davis and getting the cash are two different things.
With their court judgment in hand, Maine National went looking for Acker
assets. According to their attorney Thomas Cox, they found a little money in a
Merrill Lynch account and recovered some artwork - small change from a man
who advertised a net worth of more than $5 million just the year before.
So what do the banks do then? They go after the investors. Because Acker and
Davis' syndicates were set up as general partnerships, each partner in any given
corporation is as liable for the total debt of that corporation as any other partner
- and every partner is potentially liable for all of the the debts of the corporation.
Even though several of the investing doctors now claim that they did not know
that they were accepting so much liability, and even though most of the investors
behaved much more like limited partners, they are all general partners just the
same. And the fact that a given investor may have only put up $10,000 does not
prevent him from being potentially liable for $10 million if that is what the general
partnership owes.
Which is exactly what has happened to every single partner who spoke with
Casco Bay Weekly.
"My liabilities are phenomenal" said Joel Johnson, Acker's former neighbor
and friend who moved to Georgia last year. 'Tm on the hook, along with others,
for maybe $10 million."
James Bell is one of those others. Because he and Johnson were involved in so
many Acker/Davis deals, they were hit the worst. "I'm broke cause of him," said
Bell, a contractor who had been buying and selling Portland real estate for a
decade before pitching in with Acker. ''I'm liable for a couple of million dollars
at least, plus the few hundred thousand I invested.
"I never lost a nickel in my life until r met Acker," added Bell. He is surprised
at his own predicament and amazed at that of the the other partners. ''These
doctors have got all this schooling behind them and they still got taken to the
cleaners."
Bell's astute observation explains part of why Acker and Davis have thus far
escaped largely intact.
"The partners would probably never have pursued anything if the banks
hadn't raised the stakes substantially," said Dana Prescott, an attorney representing one of Acker's former employees who is suing Acker for breach of contract.
"These investors are well respected within the community," he said. "They
would rather walk away from all that money than face the embarrassing public
revelation that they didn't have any idea what was going on."
But the banks have raised the stakes, and within the past few months most of
the partners have hired their own attorneys. "There is no question that this could
be the Maine lawyers relief act," laughed Prescott.
Embarrassed or not, Prescott said that he plans to put each and every partner
in the four syndicates involved in his client's case on the witness stand this
summer. And when he does, one of the big questions to be asked is: what
happened to the money? Until he does, his client Kathy Reynolds provides the
best public explanation in her 1986 deposition:
"Thomas R. Acker has structured his personal assets so that most, if not all of

them, are not reachable by his personal creditors. He does not own the house he
lives in which is owned by a trust administered by other members of his family.
He does not maintain a personal bank account, except a checking account which
always has a small balance. All other cash is kept in accounts of the family
members."
Tax records in the Gorham Town Hall bear out Reynolds' claims. Acker's
residence, located at 5 Solomon Street, is registered to The Gorham Family Trust.
His mother-in-law, Ann T. Fauver, and his wife, Jane F. Acker, are listed as the
trustees.
Of Davis, Reynolds said, " ... he relies heavily on the advice of Mr. Acker in
structuring his finances, and so I believe that he may well have taken steps similar
to those described ... "

Plenty of victims, liHle iustice
Meanwhile, Adrian Boucher lives at 823 Congress St. - as he has for 29 years.
He is living proof that you don't have to be a rich doctor to get hurt by speculators
like Tom Acker and Blaine Davis.
Late last year, the building where 85-year-old Boucher lives was sold by Acker
and Davis to a Massachusetts couple who are fixing it up. But in order to pay their
mortgage, their improvement loans and their taxes, new landlords Linda and
Roy Somero had to raise Adrian Boucher's rent beyond what the Portland
Housing Authority would pay for him. According to Boucher, he narrowly
avoided being evicted only because the Someros and the housing authority were
able to work out a settlement until his stipend could be increased.
"What the heck can I move?" asked Adrian. "I'm 85 years old. You think I'm
gonna carry the stove up the stairs?"
Adrienne Friend is a 22-year-old single mother who plans on leaving Portland
as soon as she has enough money together. She once worked for Acker and now
works for Jaynell Associates. She said she doesn't like what either of them has
done.
"All the rents go up and young people are forced to give up their dreams in
order to pay their rent," said Friend. "I have a girlfriend. She's 21. She was a
bartender but she didn't like the lifestyle so she went to school to become a travel
agent. She worked as a travel agent for a while, but she had to go back to
bartending just so she could make enough money to pay her $600-a-month rent.
She doesn't want to tend bar, but she can't get ahead doing anything else."
Neither Boucher, an old man, nor Friend, a young woman, has paid as much
money to Acker and Davis as the wealthy doctors who invested in their syndicates. But the losses are relative: both the tenants and the partners lost what they
had to lose.
But unlike the investors, the tenants never asked for it; and unlike the doctors,
then tenants can not afford the best lawyers in town. "I don't expect anybody to
feel sorry for me," said Joel Johnson. "I just don't want this to happen to anyone
else."
But there is nothing stopping that from happening. Both men are back in
business.
Blaine E. Davis II works with North Atlantic Real Estate, located at 1711
Congress St. He said that he is only handling residential real estate these days.
Thomas R. Acker is back as T.R. Acker and Associates, located in a farmhouseturned-office park on Route 25 in Gorham. ''Those deals are over," he said. ''I'm
running a normal accounting practice."
And the other "practices" in the building where Tom Acker has relocated they all belong to doctors.
Mont. Paul •• n is editor of Casco Bay Weekly.
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Choose from any dinner special, such as
Linguini w/Clam Sauce (red or white)
or the Infamous Bru-Bru Platter
-Must present this coupon....

1989 GRAMMY
AWARD WINNER
by
Brenda
Chandler
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Free parking - Early Bird Specials 4-6 P.M. I
VISA • MASTERCARD - AMERICA EXPRESS II FROM

plus special guests

Friday, April 21

PB &

8:00p.m.
Cumberland Civic Center

]'S TO SATES

773-35 30 I never tasted the stuff? It's more
________________ J American than apple pie. Ac-

pion"dng w"k

Even so, even germless, the with peanut butter has worked
1- - - - - - - - usualthree-tablespoonserving alchemyinmykitchen.Ithrow
cording to national survey, it's of peanut butter in a sandwich it in here and there to alleviate
the number one favorite in U.S. provides l3.5 grams of protein boredom. Tossed into a tomatolunch boxes. It's often the sub- (the equivalent of two eggs or a rich stew, it mimics the cuisine
ject of strong and unshakable couple ounces of liver), and of Ghana. I've worked up a
opinions. Crunchy, smooth, four or so grams of fiber, and wicked sate-like concoction
store-bought, home-ground - (alas) about 300 calories. Cho- that can either be skewered to
it's peanut butter.
lesterol watchers can relax, grill or simply sauteed. (It's this:
Sure, my kid likes it. Give though: peanut oil is rich in two tablespoons of peanut
him a peanut butter sandwich monounsaturates, which actu- butter thinned with soy sauce
and he tries to eat it like an ally help clear cholesterol from and lime juice and sherry,
area cookie. He pulls it apart the blood. By federal regula- minced garlic and lots of
and goes for the filling which, tion, all peanut butter must be minced fresh ginger. red pepbeing the stuff it is, ends up nolessthan90percentpeanuts per flakes or other heat. Taste
draping his eyebrows, nostrils and no more than 10 percent and adjust. And whatever you
and chin. I should probably additives, the most popular of want to marinate, let sit for as
send him out done up like that these being salt and sugar (and, long as you wish.) 1've also
v
for Halloween: it's ooky in the case of our own jar in the found that peanut butter is
:a
A Mexican ~estaurant
r;
enough.
kitchen, molasses).
great for beefing up kids' food
::;;;
My
own
history
and helps mask good•
E-<
with peanut butter is
for-you food like
Waterin~
Hole
U
not much lovelier. It
chicken.
"E
Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
:'
includes
a
skit
I
perNo discussion of
~ 242 St, John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 9;
formed endlessly as a
peanut butter would
...,. . .' "
be complete without
kid for my parents
and others. Seated on
mention of my Dad.
a chair in the middle
His preferred food by
of
the
room
I
mimed
far
(well, excepting
MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS the eating of a wad of
maybe ice cream) is
peanut butter and
peanut butter, the
Michelob
Michelob Dzy
Michelob Light
good 01' all-American
consequent efforts to
get rid of the stuff,
kind with all-Ameriending by scraping it
can names and addiback into my mouth. I
tives. Leavehimalone
thought it was
inthekitchenforthree
screamingly funny
days and for three
and put me in t h e . .
days he'll eat peanut
ranks of such as 01butter sand wiches.
to~i oshi.,q
It's the only thing he
ivier or Streep. My
parents' guests were
knows how to make,
very polite.
bu t the reason is love.
A real-life version ofthisskit
A recent scare about afla- He never bothered to learn the
took place in college when I toxin in peanuts has proven to making of other foods because
was dared to eat a largish glop be just that, more scare than peanut butter suits him just
of peanut butter in one bite. substance. Insomestudiesafla- fine,thanks.Thisisamanwho's
Being a fool for challenge, I ac- toxin, a mold that grows on traveled the world, who's been
''THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
cepted. Within seconds my eyes corn and peanuts, was linked ambassador and press Secreand
hands were signaling des- tolivercancer, but further stud- tary. This is the man with huge
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
peration. Itseemedsounheroic ies have shown the risk to be amounts of natural panache.
Proudly Distributed By
a death. The table was in hys- slight. A person would have to Given the druthers, however,
National Distributors, Inc. - South Portland, Maine
~------,--.I teries. Tears of mirth (them) eat something like 200,000 ta- offered a choice from a menu.
and panic (me) streamed all blespoons of store-bought thick with Boeufs Wellington,
around. I survived, but I swear peanut butter to approximate and Breasts of Wild Duck with
I'll never pull such a stunt a toxic dose.
Sauce Framboise, and Fresh
George Washington Carver, Linguine with Morels and Goat
again. Not ever.
Also known as groundnut, a botanist, chemist and educa- Cheese and so on, or a peanut
earthnut, monkey-nut, goober, tor working around the turn of butter sandwich, no frills, the
the peanut is actually more a the century, was one ofthe first peanutbutterwould win hands
pea than a nut. Whole peanuts, to promote the virtues of the downs.
On a recent visit we found
germ in, are more' nutritious peanut. He recognized it as a
than equal weights of meat or cheap and potentially plentiful my father digging away at a jar
dairy products. Becauseittends source of protein. He saw, too, of Happy Kids peanut butter.
MAINE'S
to lend the butter a slight bit- thatitscultivationenrichedthe He took it smeared on whole
PREMIER
terness, manufacturers of soil rather than depleted it. wheat with several slathers of
commercial peanut butter dis- Keen to broadcast its versa til- honey over all and seemed as
BOOKSTORE
card the germ of the peanut, ity, Carver developed more happy as a pig in mud. We
SPECIAL
the most valuable part in terms than 300 products from the gave our son Nicky his own
APRIL HOURS
of vitamins and minerals and peanut, including soap, cos- slab (sans honey) and left the
protein. (The germ is precious, metics, plastics, dyes and me- two of them at it. Not a scene
FRI.-SAT. 10-5
tOOl to many kids in Europe: dicinal oils. A useful legume for the faint of heart.
SUN. NOON-5
open carefully the peanut's indeed. It has since become a
77 -420
halves and you will find the major crop in the U.S. as well as Brenda Ch.ndler imagines she'll be
lean looking Santa Claus look- in West Africa, India and China. having sticky nightmares until her son
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THE MEMPHIS HOANS

IVAN NEVILLE & THE ROOM

i BRUNO'S 3~~ iP~~~~!"'~~!~!;~ou~oes it M~~
I
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DON'T BE AFRAID OF THE

: Order two or more of Bruno's Specialties:
: and get the lesser priced dinner free! :
I
I
I
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grows up.

BARBIE & THE BRUISERS
q~
with THE TALISMEN
.;~ and BOOM SHANKA
0

1";".r-:;tt,;OO ~~; 0 . u'
0

DAN~@ FORTH

Drink ;~1:::~i~-;!

with NO REAL NEIGHBORS

.1.jj1IM.szS'BEBE BUELL & THE GARGOYLES
with HAVEN MOSES
8i'W,t.i('f
LEVI ..JAMES hosts
"BEYOND THE BLUES"

'" A little off the beaten track, but well worth

LGGK FOR: SAT. 4/8 RAUNCH HANDS with THE SHEIKS

the effort! In the Old Port West.'"

•

'EI:] iI'lln: (1 I al] ii i C: '.ll:SIf+11I:J

rQrgri&lM$f~

•

~-~Craft'

.':!'iiti,'·$'tiul GENO·S 6th Anniversary Party!

36 Danforth Street, Portland 772-8607
Monday - Saturday 9AM - 5PM

I
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Oriental Rugs

A Stitch to Wear...

UNBEATABLE
PRICES

When the occasion calls for it, you'll be glad
to have these wardrobe essentIals handy.
Our "Ladies Sewing Circle and Terrorist Society":

Just in time for
Spring!
a
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S
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Lots of new dhurries
designs and colors.
Also a new line of the finest
in Chinese kilims.

Discover...
"The Maine Source
of oriental rugs."©

T-Shirt -100% cotton
S M Lg X-Lg XX-Lg

$8.50

Sweat Shirt - 50% cotton,
50% polyester
S M Lg X-Lg

$16.50

Tote bag - 16" x 10" x 4"

$13.50

Night Shirt 100% cotton
One size fits all

$24.00

SI

PI'
B
b!
w

All in red with black print.
We havc the plumpest pillows and
thickest comforters that you can
find in this country. And we make
them ribht herc in Yarmouth.
They're all filled with high grade
blends of goose or duck down, and
it's up to you to pick the
combination that will fill your
nights with the softest sleep
imaginable. You won't find this
kind of fat in a department storeand we're proud of it!
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__________________________________ Phone 1/ _____________________
DCheck DAmEx
DVisa 0 MC

1/----_ _ _ _ _ Expiration _ _ _ _

Item

Color

Size

Quantity

S'

tu 9.--_______________
Igna re

Price
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Address - - - - - - - -________________________________________________

~

disl

Un'
just
the

NamB _________________________________________________________

Shipping

HARD CIDER
FARMOriental Rugs
45 Middle Road, Route 9

Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments (207) 775-1600

Hours: 10-5 Tues-Sal

107 Main SI.

$1·20 $2.50
$20-40 $3.50
$40·60 $4.50

$60-80 $5.50
$60-100 $6.50
Sl()()'up $7.50

Subtotal
ME Resident 5% Sales Tax
Shipping
Total

Yarmouth, ME
Next to North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695
Please ask for our catalogue

36 Wharf Street, Portland, ME 04101207-774-7276

Total

story takes place in the mid19th century and is based on
an Australian novel by Henry
Handel Richardson. The film
will be shown at 7 p.m. Ad- •
mission is $3.50.
•
The Australian Film FestiTh P rtl d W'
,
• The Portland League of ~
•
e 0 an
nters
. hid'
val at the Portland Museum
W omen V0 ters IS
0 mg an
N
k
. F
etwor presents newspaper
of Art continues tonight with Aff d bl H
or a e ousmg orum at
. L R'
.
Bruce Beresford's 1980 movie 7 p.m. at the Holiday Inn, 88
~ter ~ Iddle, who IS a
. St P rtl d Th
stnnger With the New York
"The Getting of Wisdom."
Spnng
., 0d" an. e
T'Imes. R'ddl
'11
'cs
d
Susannah Fowles plays a ,
topI un er lSCUSSlon
, I e WI speak on
. 1u d e fin ancmg
. 0 f a fford the how
of
country girl sent to girls
mc
. s and what's
. .
boarding school in the city,
workIng for a nah~nal newsable hOUSing, housing develwhere she is taunted by her
oped by non-profit groups
paper at 7:30 p.m. In the
more refined classmates. The and recommendations by (he P~blic Safety Building, 109
Middle St., Portland. The
Govern o r' s Tas k Force on
.
Affordable Hous'
d
lecture IS free and open to the
bli b t
'b'
mg an
their implementation.
pu c, u contn utions to
ed ill b
PWN are welcome. For more
·
AIso d ISCUSS
we·
.
. b'll
f
mformatIon, call 871-0466 or
up-comIng I s on a 775-0985
South African activist
fordable hOUSing, including the League of
Women Voters' bill for
Nomegoda Sangweni and her
creating an educational
l1-year-old daughter speak
b
on the imprisonment of
onus to help finance educhildren in South Africa at 7
with the increase of
children resulting from the
p.m. in Chase Hall Lounge,
development of affordable
Bates College, Lewiston. The
housing by towns and cities.
talk is free and open to the
public.
Reservations are required to
,.
reserve a space, but the
forum is free
and open to
the public,
774-3289.
Cathy Barton and Dave
Para perform folk music from
the Ozark region at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Their musical
repertoire ranges from traditional songs to contemporary
folk with Barton playing
banjo and hammered duld- .
mer, and Para on guitar.
Showtime is 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 in
advance (available at
Amadeus Music,
Buckdancer's
Choice and Gallery Music) and $8
at the door. For more
information, call 7739549.
.
Celebrate the first day
of the April thaw with
zydeco from Louisiana.
Terrance Simien and the
.~
Mallet Playboys are back in
town for one show at Zootz,

<- •
'. '-

.

31 Forest Ave. The show
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7
at the door. For more information, call 773-8187.

through Saturday at The
Sunday at 2 p.m. For ticket
Movies on Exchange Street.
information, call Portland
"Prince Tam Tam" is about a Stage Company at 774-0465.
French novelist who becomes
infatuated with Baker's
character and brings her back
to Paris with him, telling
everyone she is a "native"
princess. In "Zou, Zou,"
Baker plays a Creole launPortland School of Art's
dress, who leaves the States I
The Yoga Center at Thfor Paris, where she plays the Annual Art Auction takes
ompson Point (that's right
clown. The French ate her up; place at 7 p.m. at One City
past the Ramada Inn on outer
now it's our turn. "Princess
Center in PortlanddNorks by
Congress Street) is having an
Tam Tam" shows at 7:15 p.m. PSA students, facuity, staff
open house with free yoga
through Sah!rday with
and alumni will be auctioned
classes and a T' ai Chi Chuan
weekend matinees at 1. "Zou to benefit the school's scholardemonstration. A beginning
Zou" shows at 8:45 p.m. with ship fund. Admission to the
yoga class will be offered at 1
.• auction is $5. Free previews
weekend matinees at 2:30.
p.m. and an intermediate
The double feature will only • will be held April 6-7, 12
class begins at 3 p.m. The
cost you $5.
.' noon-5 p.m. For more infordemonstration is at 2 p.m. For
The East Coast premiere of mation, call 775-3052.
more information, call 799Stephen Polaikoffs "Breaking
The Second Annual Maine
4449.
the Silence" opens tonight at
College Dance Festival takes
Thomas Parchman, princithe Portland Performing Arts place tonight and tomorrow
pal clarinetist for the Portland
Center. The play, based in
at Ram Island Dance, 25A
Symphony Orchestra, will be
part on the life of the
Forest Ave., Portland. Dance
featured in Krommer's Conplaywright's grandfather, is
faculty and students from
certo in E Minor, Op. 86, for
about a Russian aristocrat
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
Clarinet and Orchestra in a
Terrance Simien and the Mallet Playboys play zydeco at Zootz April 1.
who finds himself working as University of Maine at FarCandlelight Concert at the
" a telephone inspector and
mongton and USM will
lecture is free and open to the
Sonesta Hotel Ballroom.
•.. living in a railway car after
perform at this festival, which
public,.but donations to the
Other works to be performed
\
the
revolution.
The
humaniwas
formed to promote
Historical society are encourinclude "Comedia" by the
ties
discussion
following
the
communtication
among
aged. For more infOrmation,
contemporary composer
matinee
performance
on
dancers
around
the
state.
call774-1822.
William Bolcom, "A Musical
Sunday will focus on the
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets
"Wilhelm Reich in Hell"
Joke" by Mozart and Symin
are $6/$4. For more informaquestion
of
the
artist's
role
returns. Robert Anton
Josephine Baker was one of
phony No. 45 (the "Farewell"
The Portland Democratic
SOCiety
and
will
be
led
by
tion, call 773-2562.
Wilson's play had its Amerithe first black American
symphony) by Haydn. PerCommittee is hosting a
Thomas
Belfast native Tom Lewis
Paul
Kuritz,
Dr.
can premiere here in January actresses to break away from
formances are at 3 and 7 p.m. candidates night at 7 p.m. at
Beyer of Middlebury College, performs sea songs and music
and the overwhelming turntype casting in the early days
Tickets are $13. For more
Franklin Towers, 211 Cumand
John Ackerman, editor of hall ditties in ports of calls
out indicated that we needed of movies. She went to France
information, call 773-8191.
berland Ave., Portland. The
the
Cornell
Review. Perform- from Boston to Brisbane.
our libidos shaken up a bit
and found fame there as a
public is invited to come and
of
"Breaking
the SiTonight, Lewis is in Bath at
ances
more. The play puts Reich on singer and dancer during the
meet with Portland City
lence" continue through April the Curtis Little Theater at
trial for his ideas about
'iOs and '30s. Two recently reCouncil and School Commit23, Tuesday-Thursday at 7:30 The Center for The Arts, 804
sexuality and politics. It is
released movies starring
tee candidates.
p.m., Friday at 8 p.m.; SaturWashington St. Also on the
funny (be warned ... Reich
Baker, "Princess Tam Tam"
Blue Tuesday. Lonnie
day at 5 and 9 p.m., and
program is Roll and Go,
lets you know if you're
and "Zou Zou," are playing
Brooks plays Chicago-style
..",.
.
Portland's
own sea song
laughing inappropriately)
blues tonight at Raoul's, 865
,
collective. Showtime is 8 p.m.
and shocking. Performances
Forest Ave., Portland. The
Tickets are $6 in advance
are tonight through Saturday
show begins at 8 p.m. Tickets
(available at Macbeans Music,
and next Wednesday through
are $5.
Brunswick, and at The Center
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Tree
for The Arts box office) and
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., PortThe Boston Red Sox limber
$8 at the door. For more
land. There is a matinee perup for their season opener
information, call 729-3185.
formance April 9. Tickets are
against the Orioles in Balti$10. For reservations, call 775more. The game begins at 2
0514.
p.m. Who would ever guess
Eat and be merry ... Chefs
this as an excuse for calling in
The Maine Historical
from the area's tastiest eatersick today?
Society'S series "Down East
ies prepare food for the fifth
"Farmers, Food and the
Melting Pot" begins today at annual Evening with the
"
Peter Nero, music director
Global Supermarket" is the
12 noon at the First Parish
Great Chefs to benefit the '.
of
the Philly Pops, will contitle of a lecture being given
Church, 425 Congress St.,
Kidney Foundation of Maine.
duct the Portland Symphony
by Max Singer, author of
Tickets are $30, which include
Portland. The weekly lecin its final Pops performance
I
a
complimentary glass of
"Passage to the Human
tures, which run for four
of the season. Nero combines
I
wine and all you can eat of
World," at 7:30 p.m. at
weeks, challenges the "meltthe music of masters such as
the appetizers, entrees and
Temple Beth-EI, 400 Deering
ing pot" view of immigrant
Bach and Beethoven with jazz
deserts prepared by chefs
Ave., Portland. The lecture is history with a focus on the
and rock, calling his arrangefrom
Alberta's, The West
part of the World Affairs
ments "improvisations" and
immigrants to Maine. The
!
Side, J's Oyster Bar, Della's
"variations." Performances
Council's "Great Decisions
first lecture is "Invisible
Catessan, Raphael's, Victory
are tonight at 8:30 and tomor'89" lecture series. Tickets are Yankees: Black Communities
Deli and many other places.
row at 3 p.m. at Portland City
$5 for the public and $1 for
in 19th Century Maine,"
For reservations, call 772Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are
students. For more informagiven by Randolph Stakeman 7270.
$9-$23.
For reservations, call
tion, call 780-4551.
of Bowdoin College. The
773-8191.
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IGRAND OPENINGI
PSYCHIC ASTROLOGER
Mrs. Claire

ZYDECO at its BEST!

lERRAN:C,E;SIMIEN
and the MAllET PLAYBOYS
From Louisianna

. April Fool's

Dance Bash
with OJ DEB
10:30-2 a.m.

Let The Stars Be Your Guide
On Love, Marriage, Business, etc ...
Never-failing Help and Advice

IF YOU NEED
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
OR SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED ...
... CALLTODAY

*
*
CRYSTAL READINGS
HALF PRICE WITH AD

Horoscope Charts. Brighton Ave.
All readings private and confidential
Call for appointment 871-7134

*******

MARCH 29·
APRIL 2

'Unabashed Realism. Compelling
Theatre of the Highest Order."

WED· SAT 7.9
SAT· SUN MAT 1

the

RED

crackwalker

SQK~HUM
Records,
Tapes
and
CDs

By Judith Thompson

1l0NDAY· DRAFT BEERS

TUCKER
111

It'"

March 30 thrU April 23

SAT - SUN MAT 3
SUN-TUES 7.9

APRIL 1-4

,.,

1'1

til"'.

T~atre

JCIDiJitI[ DAJ<m

Princess

'tl'.f.s~~Tr:t..V
APRIL5.9~

• SAT 8:45

1

of Fantasy,50 Danforth Sl

HM~Ht>14t Tix: $11/$13
Thur,

r

GALLERl 127 •

®l

APRIL 5·9

Acting
HAPPY HOURS Classes

127 MtddIe Street
PortJond, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

Tam Tam

Support your
Local GaUery

Fri, Sat - 8PM
Sun -7PM

RESERVE SEATS NOW!

CALL 775·5657
VISA/MasterCard Accepted
- ' - - - WARNING: - - Explicit language, mature themes

'MSDAY • MARGARITAS &. BLOODYS
WEDNESDAY . WEU. DRINKS
11!UBSDAY • MARGARITAS &.

BLOODYS

Fl!IDAY • CHAMPAGNE

ALSO: $2.95 MUNCIDES
T

•

H

•

!

-'~"ILI
• ••• A.

MOON

425 Fore St. • 871-0663

For Adults,
For Kids,
For You!
Center for
Performance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland

r-----------..

: 3 ENCHILADA :
I
$SPECIAL
I

:I

5.50

Ground beef, chicken &
I
cheese enchiladas
(red or green sauce)
I
I Offer good w / coupon thru 4·15·89

:I
I
I
I

:AMIGOS :
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1

774-2776

I

1

Beginning
April3rd

1___ .!!.2.:.0.!!.2____ I

I
OPEN EVES. lUES-SAT
I
I 9 Da_ St. I.. The Old Port I

Casco Bay Weekly

16

.listlngs must be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark St ....t. Portland 04102 775.6601

•••

Red SOl'1lhum Chinese epic set in the
'30s and '40s is about the adventures
of the wife of a sorghum winery owner
and the Japanese invasion of their
village.
Skin Deep stars John Ritter. The
coming attractions make the movie
seem like the return of "Love American
Style'- a comeback I could do without
Troop Beverly Hili. Shelly Longs
plays a den mother of a troop of
"Wilderness Girls· in Beverly Hills.

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mati Road , S Portlaoo

774-1022
Flelch Lly. . IPG)
1, 3.5,7,9
No 7 pm show Apr 1

The R.scuers eGI
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15

Lean on M. (PG-i3)

865 Forest Avenue
UPCOMING SHOWS

April 4 - Lonnie Brooks
April 7 - Duke Robillord
April 8 - Jon Pousetfe and bond

Ticket Info_ 773-6886
Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

•

SILVER
SCREEN

1, 3:10,5:15,7:25, 9:35
Working G1rIIA)
12:45,3 , 5:15,7:30, 9:45

.>1•. ,
%~~{~

Dangerou.
Stephen Frears has brought moviemaking back into the realm of art.
Frears builds upon the novel of Laclos
(actually, a collection of letters) and the
stage/screenplay by Christopher
Hampton to accomplish what neither
had accomplished - an overwhelming
feeling of intimacy with the story and its
characters. Glenn Close is marvelous
as the co/d, calculating and painfully-inlove Marquise. Malkovitch is seductive
beyond words . If art isn't your lancy,
the story is about decadence, sex , revenge and somewhere, hidden beneath
it all, love. • recommends this one
again and again and again ...
Day of Wrath A young woman marries
a preacher, but ends up falling in love
with his son . Carl Dreyer's rVampyr,"
193t and "The Passion of Joan of Arc,"
1928) study of hysteria and fear.
Dead Bang Don Johnson carries a
gun . • can't think of anything more exciting ...

New York Storl ... (PG)

1 :30, 4:05, 7, 9:40
Skin De.p IA)
12:45, 2:55, 5, 7:05, 9:15
Police Academy 6 (PG)
9
The Dr.am T••m
PreVIew Apr 1, 7 pm

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle. Portland

772-9751
(firsl show Sat-Sun only)
1\-oop Beverty Hills
1'45,4 :15. 7:10,9:25

Leyl_l..." IA)
1:5(), 4:30, 7:15, 9:20 (through Mar 30)
Dangerous Llalsorw CRt

1 :25, 4:20, 7:05, 9 :35
MI.oI.oIppl Burning IA)
1 :35. 4:05. 7:20. 9:35 (through Mar 30)
1:35. 4:05.7:20, 9 '45 (!rom Mar31)
A.ln M.n IA)
1 :30, 4, 6:5(), 9:30 (through Mar 30)
1:30.4.6:45,9:20 (Irom Mar31 )
Sing 11'0-13)
1:40 . 4:10, 7~0, 9 :30 (opens Mar31)
Accld.nlal Towl" IPG)
1:5(), 4:30, 6:5(). 9:30 (opens Mar 31)
Chane. /1"11'0-13)
1 :40. 4:10.7, 9:10 (Ihrough Mar 30)

The Movies
10 Exchange , Portland

772-9600
Red Sorghum

BEBE BUELL &THE GARGOYLES
HAVEN MOSES (panch is back!)
and THE TRUE NON BELIEVERS
with

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
We're returning to the El Mirador
Friday March 31, One Night Only!

Motown Dance Party- You're invited
on Wharf Street behind Dewey's

MAINE MUSIC AWARDS
BEST RHYTIIM & BLUES BAND
PlAYING 40 YEARS OF GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802
Private Function-

The Accidental Tourist In this
movie based on the novel by Anne
Tyler, William Hurt stars as an introverted travel writer who faces emotional difficulties following the death of
his son and a separation from his wife
(Kathleen Turner). Geena Davis plays a
pet trainer who turns Hurt's life around.
The best scenes in the movie center
around the writer's eccentric Baltimore
family headed by his sister, wonderfully
portrayed by Amy Wright.

Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure
Two high school students discover a
time machine and use it to meet such
great minds as Socrates, Freud, and
Abraham lincoln. The movie sounds interesting but according to those who
have sat through it, it's not.
The Burbs This new flick stars. favorite Tom Hanks (also an Academy
favorite for Best Actor for his role in
"Big"). Unfortunately, it has nothing to
recommend it - no humor, no suspense. The movie looks as if it was
hacked to bits for an early release.
Chance. Are Cybill Shepherd and
Robert Downey Jr. star in this romantic
comedy which, according to the aitics,
is neither romantic nor comic, Downey
is the ghost of Shepherd's past husband, who comes back from the dead in
the form of his own daughter's
boyfriend. Confused yet?

Mar 29-Apr 2
Wed-Sal at 7. 9
Sat-Sun mal at 1

TUcker
Apr 1-4

Sat-Sun at 3
Sun-Twa a17, 9
Prince... T.m Tam
Apr 5--9
Wed-sat at 7:15
Sal -Sun all
Zou Zou
Apr 5-9
Wad-Sal al 8:45
Sat-Sun al 2 :30

Fletch Live. Chevy Chase returns in
this sequel (oops ... must have missed
the original once again), playing a reporter from LA who finds himself in the
netherlands of the deep South .
The Getting of Wisdom Bruce
Beresford ("Breaker Morant" and
"Tender Mercies") directs this movie
about a young girl's struggle to win the
respect of her classmates in a turn-ofthe-century boarding school.
Hall Mary Jean Luc Godard's movie
about the coming of Christ in modern
times , which caused a stir chiefly
among fanatics who had never seen it
Lean on Me is based on the true story
of John Clark (Morgan Freeman), who
was asked to straighten up a high
school overrun by violence and drug
dealers.

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza

854-911S

Movies are not scheduled at press l ime:
call ahead to conlirm limes

Mls.I••lppl BurnIng is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express-) and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is not, unlortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The plot and suspense hinge on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex-Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, a
Northern liberal. Unfortunately, their
differences are made evident by artificial means. The violence of the racial
tension is detached and not intentionally so.
New York Stories sums up the
stereotypical New Yorker - the artist,
the precocious Fifth Avenue kid and
the neurotic Jewish male . Martin
Scorsese devotes hiS segment of "New
York Stories" to the obsession of a
painter (Nick Nolte) for a woman
(Rosanna Arquette) and his canvases.
Nolte plays the part with such intensity
and passion for art and love that
Scorsese's segment far exceeds the
results oj the other two, Many people
tolerate Woody Allen's return to comedy, but Allen's segment is only funny
if one finds a 40-minute joke about a
Jewish mother interfering with her son's
marriage funny . Coppola's story is
about a poor litHe rich girl, who retums a
jewel to a middle eastern princess. It is
saccharine at worst, voyeuristic at
best
Police Academy • If the original
"Police Academy" was funny, I wouldn't
know I missed it But reports on "Police
Academy 6" say that there is nothing
much to distinguish this one from the
previous five, except that Steve Guttenberg and Bob Goldthwaith are absent
Prince •• Tam Tam Josephine
Baker plays an American woman
brought to Paris by a French novelist,
who claims she is a princess.

Aaln M... fA)
7. 9 :15, weekend mats 1. 3 :15
Bill • T..... Excall_ Adv _ _ IPC)
7. 9. weekend mats at 1. 3
a.-•• _11'0-131
7:15.9:15. weekend mats at 1 :15, 3:15
L."... h"'IA)
7.9. weekend mats all. 3

Tucker Jeff Bridges plays a man with
the American dream, a little guy who
has designed a car and is run out of
town by big business.
Working Girl Mike Nichols' latest film
stars Melanie Griffith as a Staten Island
secretary who is taking pointers on
corporate success from Sigourney
Weaver. Harrison Ford plays the love
interest Sigourney Weaver is fabulous
as Katherine Parker, yuppie executive
and the woman you love to hate - the
type who talks about relationships as
mergers and is brimming over with so
much false sincerity that when she
goes over a cliff skiing, we cheer.
Unfortunately, we are more thrilled by
Parker's demise than her secretary's
successes, which is what the movie focuses on.
Zou Zou Josephine Baker stars in this
1934 Frenclh comedy about an American ex-patriot performing as a clown in
Paris.

Saturday.

Terrance Simien and the Mallet
Playboy. (zydeco) Zootz, 31 Forest,
Portland. 773-8187.
Charlie Brown Bend (rock) Mikie O's,
539 Deering, Portland. 772-0005.
Kopterz (rock) Bruno's, 33 India, Portland. 773-3530.
Bebe Buell & The Gal'1lolye. (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506,
Legend (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beaclh . 934-4873.
Deeper in Debt (rock) LB's Pub, Rt 302,
N. Windham. 892-8923.
Broken Men (Grateful Dead) Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
The Upsetters (r&b) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Big ChIef & the Continentals (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246.
A)berto Del Garad (Latin) EI Mirador,
50 Wharf, Portland. 811-0500.
Sue Fink (synthesizer music) 7 pm; Tree
Cafe, 45 Oanforth, Portland. 774-1441 ,
Cathy Barton and Dave Para (folk
music from the Ozarks) 8 pm; First Parish
Church, 425 Congress, Portland. Tickets
are $6 in advance (available at Amadeus
Music, Buckdancer's Choice and Gallery
Music), $8 at the door. 773-9549.
The chanteymen (songs of the sea) 8
pm; Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission is $41$2. For more information, call 786-8135.
The PSO'. three youth ensembles
-the Portland Youth Symphony, Portland
Youth Wind Ensemble, and Portland
Young Peoples' String Consort - will
present the" spring 7:30 pm; Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $3 for
adults, $2 for students/senior citizens .
For more information , call the PSO at
Barbie & The Bruisers, Thee Tal773-8191,
imenandBoom Shanka (rock) Geno's, Work. for Piano and String. by An 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
tonin Dvorak and Gabriel Faure at 7 pm ;
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Olin Arts Center, Bates College, LewisMoulton, Portland. 774'()444.
ton_Free and open to the public. For more
Zufu. and Seven Simons (rock) Tree
information, call 786~330.
Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland. 774- 1441,
Port City All Stars (rock) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Vito & the Groove King. (funk) Mikie Seen Sheerin (Irish fOlk) 4-8 pm at Gritty
O's, 539 Deering, Portland. 772-0005.
McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland. 772-2739.
Mettaliea with Queen.ryche (heavy Blues Jem Se.slon 1-8 pm Tree Cafe,
metal) 7:30 pm ; Cumberland County Civic
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 ,
Center. Tickets are $16.50 in advance, Reggae Jam Se•• ion 7-11 pm Raoul's,
$17.50 day of the show. 775-3481 .
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Randy Bean & Company (big band) Levi James & Friends (blues) Geno's,
Corthell Concert Hall, USM GOrham at 8
13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
pm. Tickets are $71$4. For more informa- Maine Stream (jazz) 4-8 pm; EI Mirador,
tion, call 780-5555.
50 Wharf, Portland. 871'()500.
Bate. College Jazz B.nd perform at Tlno Gonzale. Blue. Band Tree Cafe,
7:30 pm ; Olin Arts Center Concert Hall,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Bates College, Lewiston. Free. 786-6135. Clarlnetl.t Thoma. Parchman will
join the Portland Symphony in a Thomas
Parchman, darinet, performs with the
Portland Symphony. Works performed
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
include Bolcam's "Comedia: "A Musical
Moulton, Portland. 774'()444.
Joke" by Mozart, Kromme~s Clarinet
Broken Men (Grateful Dead) Raoul's,
Concerto and Haydn's Symphony No. 45.
865 Forest, Portland. 773-8886.
Showtime is 3 and 7pm. Tickets are $13.
Treat Her Right and The Walkers
For more information, call 773-8191.
(rocklblues) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 174-144 1.
Cherlle Brown Band (rock) Mikie O's,
539 Deering, Portland. 772-0005.
Kopterz (rOck) Bruno's, 33 India, Portland. 773-3530.

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
...-.~

_.IPO)

7, 9, weekend mats a1 1, 3

m

laying ...R & B, Motown,
. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
MisceUaneous Musical Jewels.
Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties,

.Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873
March 31-ApriI 1
Moose Alley· Portland
F1JLLSlZE
LUXURY ENTERTAII\~1ENT

APRIL'S

400/0
OFF
NUMBER!
xxx -38 - XXXX
If the two center digits
of your social securi ty #
are 38 you'll receive 40%
off anything thru April

Sunday.

Evening Star
Tontine Mall,"lirunswick

Portland Museum o. Art
Australian FUm Festival
TIle Getting.' WI ........
Mar 30,7 pm

Tlckecs are $3.50

Apr 3

Bowdoin
Dar 0 ' _

at' pm andAor4at 7pm
302 Adams Hall

Hall Marr
Apr 5, 3:30 and' 8 pm
Kresge Auditorium

L_.ltn

Apr 5, 7:30 pm
Smith Auditorium

•••

Rain Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother who has just
discovered his brother's existence and
has his eye on the inheritance .
Unfortunately, Cruise's performance is
just good enough; he is diminutive in
the presence of Hoffman. But what is
done is done, and .recommends you
see Hoffman's performance (everyone
has something to say about it), but be
warned - that is all you are going to
see.

Friday.

~ORE •••

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

. . new and professional
iii organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

Thursday.

729-5486
L .... on M. f1'O-13)
7, 9:05

Leviethan This is "Alien" under water.
In this case the monster isn't a natural
occurrence, but something sent to the
U.S. by the Commies. Who needs more
xenophobia?

<'.-

The Whigs and No R_I Neighbors
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506.
Legend (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.
Deeper In Debt (rock) LB's Pub, Rt 302,
N. Windham. 892-8923.
The UpsettersJr&b) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portlan . 714-3550,
Big Chief & the Continental. (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246.
Red Light Revue (r&b) EI Mirador, 50
Wharf, Portland . 871'()500.
Devonsqua,. (folk) 8 pm; The Center for
The Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $10, available at the Chocolate Church, MacBeans
Music, Record Exchange. 354-8928.
State Street Traditiona) Jazz Band
perform a benefit performance for The
Maine Maritime Academy Alumni Association Scholarship Fund at The State
Street Church, 159 State St , Portland,
7:30-10:30 pm. Suggested donation is $5
at the door.
Bellamy Jazz performs New Orleans
jazz, dance hall tunes and swing at 8 pm
In the auditorium of the Heffernan Center,
St Joseph's College, N. Windham. TIckets are $3.50/$2.50. For more information, call 892-8766 ext 456.

(Proof of social security # required)

CONUNG:----------I
FRl4.7-DARIEN BRAHMS and

MON.4.1O
: '"
WED, 4.12 . DARIEN BRAHMS
SAT. US, PLATE ()' SHRIMP

45 Danforth Street, Portland

A Fine Needlework Shop
3 Wharf St., Portland
774-8952

C. .co B.y W. .k1y
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Go Out Singing by Hank Beebe pre-

PI.nl.t Fr.nk Glazer performs four
ballades by Frederic Chopin with commentary by James Parakilis at 4 pm in the
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College, lewiston. Free and open to the
public.

Tuesday.
Sug.r Minott with TIMo Renegade.
(reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Port·
land. 774·1441.
Lonnie Brook. (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 713·6886.
Eric Gre.n (blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore, Portland. 772-2739.
Electronic CI.rinet Mu.lc 7:30 pm;
Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brun·
swick. For more information, call 725·
3321.

Wednesday.
The Casco aay Tumml .... (Klezmer)
1 pm, following a noon luncheon; Jewish
Community Cente~s Senior Program (for
people ages 55 and older), 57 Ashmon~
Portland. Free; small donation for lunch·
eon . reservations must be made by Apr 3,
772-1959.
Crossfire (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773·8040.
Robin Williamson (folk) Tree Cafe, 45
.•
Danforth, Portland . 774-1441

Gewandh.us Orchestra of LeipZig

conducted by Kurt Masur perform
Beethoven's leonore Overture No . 2,
Schumann 's Symphony No. 1 and
Tchaikovsky's Symphony • .~ . 4 at 7:30
pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tick·
ets are $11·$25. For more information,
call the Portland Concert Association at
772·8630.

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu :

ho~se

music and new music; Fri : progres si ve
dance mix; Sat: latest dance music; Sun:
request night; Wed: new wave - all ages .
773-8187.
Th. Exchang. Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed·Sun, until 3:30 am
on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Spring Point Caf., 175 Picket, S. Portland. Dancing Friday nights With Gerry

sented by the Embassy Players Mar 3031 Apr 1 6·6 at 6 pm at the Schoolhouse
Arts Center, Rt. 114, Sebago lake. Tlcketsare $6 in advance, $10 at the door ($41
$5 for senior 'citizens and children under
12). For information, call 642-3743 or
773·1648.
Th. Crackwalker by Judith Thompson
presented by the Mad Horse Theater
Company Mar 30-Apr 23 at the Theatre of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Perform·
ances are Thu·Sat at 8 pm , Sun at 7 pm .
Tickets are $11 on Thu and Sun, $13 on
Fri and Sat. For more information, call
775·5657.

a.tes Mod.m Danc. Company
Spring Show Mar 3O·Apr 2 at Shaeffer
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston. Per·
formances are Thu·Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2
pm. Tickets are $41$2. For advance reservations, call 786·6161 .
WlllMolm R.lch In H.II by RobertAnton
Wilson Apr 5·8, 12-15atthe Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. Performances are at
7 pm. Tickets are $10. For reservations ,
call 775-0514.
M.lne ColI.g. Dane. F.sllv.1 Per·
formances by dance faculty and s.tudents
from five participating colleges Apr 7·8,8
pm at Ram Island Dance, 25 A Forest
Ave, Portland. Tlcketsare$61$4. For more
information , call 773·2562.
Pretty Polly Tale of folk life a hundred
years ago told through traditional music
and narration Apr 8, 8 pm at Schaeffer
Theater Bates College, lewiston. Tickets are $71$5. For more information, call
LA Arts at 782-7228.
Cats MUSical by Andrew Lloyd Webber
Apr 28·30 at the Cumberland County
Civic Center. Performances are Apr 28 at
8 '30 pm' Apr 29 at 2 and 8 pm ; Apr 30 at
2'and i30 pm. Tickets are $10·$31.50
and go on sale Apr 3 at the Civic Center
box office and all Ticketron locations.

865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886..
center for the Arts, University of Maine,
Orono. For ticket information, call 581·
1755.
Bo Dlddley (blues) Apr 14; Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773· 6686.

.-

4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00
11:00
11:30

4:00
4:30
5:00

;.

5:30
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
10:00

SATURDAY
Direct Line (Israel-USA)
30 Wall Street
Gillette World Sport Special
Canadian Sport Fishing
Snelgrove Snail
With It in Nature
Game of the Week
Night at the Movies'
International News
Critic's Choice·
SUNDAY
Fishing Texas
Newscope (Japan Diges t)
Business Nippon/
Learning Japanese
30 Wall Street
Community Focus
Ask the Manager
Portland Independents
Night at the Movies'
Critic's Choice·

FI...t Annual M.lne's ae.t Gult.....
1st Comp.tition will be held at T·Blrds

Portland, ME 04112
2071761·2442

* NIGHT AT THE MOVIES *
30 THU
31 FRI
1 SAT

2 SUN
3 MaN
4 TUE

5 WED
6 THU

7 FRI

The Steel Claw
The Outlaw
Sundowners
Cheers for Miss Bishop
The Black Book
Nothing Sacred
Topper Returns
Never Wave a/ a Wac
Fabulolls Dorseys
•

CRITICS CHOICE •

The Bille Angel
The Emperor Jones
SAT
Vengeance Valley
SUN
Long John Silver
MaN Shoot the Piano Player
4 TUE
Rain
5 WED Rules of the Game
6 THU Charlie Chaplin Cavalcade
7 FRI
The Stationmaster's Wife

30
31
1
2
3

THU

FRI

April skies
are filled
with stars!

Portl.nd St.ge Company Spring
Cotillion Fundraiserto benefitthe PSC's
Student Matinee Program Mar 30, 4:30·
6:30 pm at Sables, Portland Marriott, Sable
Oaks Rd., S. Portland. Door prizes, cash
bar, not buffet. Tickets are $20 per person . For information, call 774~1043,
.
Tom's Sp.akeasy The Maine Hlstorl'
cal Society tums the Portland Club into a
full·fledged speakeasy. MUSIC provided
by Sid lerman and his Orchestra, dance
steps demonstrated by the people from
Maine Ballroom Dance. Tickets are $50.
Proceeds will benefit the Society. For
more information , call 774- 1622.
Great ClMofs Benefitforthe Kidney Foun·
dation for which 22 of southern Maine's
best chefs will prepare their specialties
Apr 5 6-9 pm in the ballroom of the
Sheraton-Tara Hotel in S. Portland. Tick·
ets are $30 for all you can eat. There will
be live jazz and a silent auction. For reservations, call the Kidney Foundation of
Maine at 772-7270 .

Who's Afraid of Virginl. Wolf.?

performed by the Portland Players through
\pr 2 at Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage
Rt: S Portland. Performances are Fri·Sat
at Ii pm Sun at 2'30 pm For ticket infor·
mation, cail 799-7337.

Sal, April B, 8:30 p.m.
Sun., April 9, 3:00 p.
The ultimate pops musicianpianist composer, arranger and
conductor. Peter Nero brings
virtuosity and wit to the Pops
season finale.
Tickets: $23, $19, $14, $9

CAll 773-8)9)
Concert

LL Bean

TRACK 29
Directed by

NICOLAS ROEG
Slarring

THERESA RUSSELL
GARY OLDMAN
"Remarkable and
Provocative ... "

-VIlL4.GE VOICE

THE NEST

Sil~~~ Sounds
of
11ID
illlJ--

Roaches have
never tasted
flesh ...
Until now.
She's just
an appetizer.

Radio

APRIL 3-APRIL 9
swick. April Joumal: New Paintings by
Marguerite RobiChaux Apr I·May 27.
Opening reception Apr 1, 5-7 pm . 7298228.
Past Tens. 247 Congress S1. , Portland.
Retrospective of abstract works by luigi
Tavelli Apr 1· 15. Opening reception Apr
1, 2 pm . 772·3355
Danforth St. G.II.ry 34 Danforth, Port·
land . "Art lessons," a collaborative art
performance with Bill Ray, Phillip Rogers,
Robert Saunders and Russell Kahn. The
artists will spontaneously create an in.
stallation piece using photography, paint.
ing, silkscreening and props on Apr 1,
beginning at lOam and continuing all
day. In stallation will be on display Apr 5·
16. Hours: Wed-Sun 12-6 pm. 775-6245.
Portl.nd Public Library Monument
Square, Portland. "Facing South: Images
and Issues from latin America" Photographs by Jim Daniels, Apr 1·28. Slide
presentation Apr 6, 7:30 pm in the Rhines
Meeting Room . Hours : Mon, Wed .and Fri
9 am·6 pm ; Tue and Thu 12·9 pm; Sat 9
am·5 pm . 773·4761.
We.t End G.II.ry 34 Danforth, Port.
land . Group show (Apr 6·30): Peter W.
Brown, oil paintings; Randy Dykema,
sculpture; Dan Merriam, watercolors and
acrylics ; Chris Signorino, sculpture; Chez
Watts. watercolors. Opening reception
Apr 6, 5·8 pm. 775·7949.
G.II.ry 127 127 Middle, Portland. FIorals and Slilllives by lynne Drexler Apr
7·May 5. Openinjl reception Apr 7, 5-8
pm. Hours : 'fue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10
am·5 pm . 773·3317.
B.rrielo" Gall.rI•• 26 Free, Portland.
New paintings by Alfred Chadborn Apr 7·
30. Opening reception Apr7,5-7pm, Also
at the gallery 19th and early 20th century
American art. Hours : Mon·Fri 10 am·S
pm, Set 12·4 pm. 772-5011 .

ar.und town

ship funds Apr 7, 7pm atOne City Center,
Portland. Free previews Apr 6-7, 12 noon·
5 pm. Admission is $5. For more Informa·
tion call 775-3052.
Umbrella Productions presents the
'89 Showcase and Dance Party Apr 7, 8
pm atthe Sheraton Tara Hotel,. The show·
case will feature fashions, fitness and
physique by Tennis of Maine, and a mu·
sical performance by DWIQht S. Morgan.
Dance will feature Virginia Beach D.J.
·Chill Factor." Admission is $5.

Portl.nd Mus.um of Art Seven Con·

a.1I Proceeds from the ball will assist the

Inn and Playhouse, Old Rt. 302, S. Ca~col
Dinner at 7 pm ; show begins at 6.30.
Price for dinner and show IS $27 per
person . For more information , call 655·
3292.

PETER

VIDEO
ALTERNATIVES

Celebrate

Portland School of Art'. Annual Art
Auction to benefit the school'.s scholar·

M.lne He.lth Foundation B.nefit

Lov. .nd M.rriage, Thanks to
Broadway Mar 31-Apr 1 at the Thomas

64TH SEASON 1968-ll9

opening.

D.n S •• ls (country) Apr 6, 8 pm; Maine

NTV
PO Box 446 Drs

TOSHIYUKI SHIM"'DA , MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR
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O'F.rrell G.llery 46 Maine St., Brun-

Duk. Robill.rd (blues) Apr 7; Raoul's,

on Apr 16. Registration forms .for tape
submission to the judging com'!l,ttee and
tickets are available at Daddy s In Pine
Tree Plaza, Brighton Ave, Portland; WBlM
in Ole City Center, Portland; Face Maga·
zine, 10 Beech St., Portland; andT-Birds,
Marginal Way, Portland . Registration
deadline is Mar 31 .
Annu.1 Portland Rock.Off is sched·
uled for May 28 attha Reiche School,. The
five winning bands will win each win reo
cording time to record two Original songs,
which will be part of the Rock-Off '89 COil!'
pilation album. Any band Interested. In
participating must submit a registratIOn
form along with a cassette of two.onglnal
tunes no later than Apr 1. RegistratIOn
forms and details are available at Maine
Musicians Association, 547·A Congress
St. Suite 48, or by calling 874·9002.

PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

forTheArts,804Washington , Bath . "Rules
of Engagement" by Thom Watson Will
receive its world premiere June .23. The
director must cast four combat airmen In
their early 20's, two older men in their
40's, and three women ages 20·30 For
more information, call 442·6455 .
Plan.tarium Show. Southworth Planetarium , 96 Falmouth St., Portland (USM
camp-us). Astonomy shows : Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. laser and
music shows: Son of a Well· Tempered
laser (classical) on Saturday at 6:30 pm ;
Top 40 on Saturday at 7:30 pm ; The Dark
Side of The Moon (Pink Floyd) Friday and
Saturday at 8:30 pm . AdmiSSion is $3 for
adults, $2 for seniors and children. For
more information , call 780-4249 .

upcoming.
. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Snelgruve Snail
Snelgrove Snail
Community Bulletin Board
Out on the Town
Night at the Movies'
International News
(Monday - France Today -1 hr.)
10:30
World View
Tuesday - South Africa Now
Wednesday - Hello Austria
Thursday - Looking East
Friday - Bravo
11 :00
Critic's Choice·

vation Army Self-Denial & World Services
Effort Apr6, 2:30 pm (preview 1-2:30 pm)
at the Salvation Army Adult Rehabilitation
Cellter, 68 Preble St., Portland. Tickets
are $2 in advance, $2.50 at the door. For
more information, call 774·7818.
Designer F.shlon Show to benefit the
Northern New England Chapter of the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. The foundation is having an open call for original
deSigns to be included in the June 23
show, which will take place in Portland.
Designs . will be reviewed by the show
panel. New England designers interested
In submitting designs, call 1-603-669·8862
or write the Northern New England Chapterof the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, 311
Hanover St., Manchester, N.H. 03104 .
Old Port F.sllv.1 Intown Por~and Exchange is lOOking for marshals for the
annual Old Port Festival on June 11 .
Marshals provide information on festival
activities, help set up sites and assist
vendors. Marshals are on duty from 9 am·
5 pm and undergo a training session with
the Portland Police Dept and an orientation session with IPE. For more informa·
tion, call Julie Monahan at IPE, 772-6828.
Summ.r In the Parks Portland Recreation is now accepting audition tapes
from local artists for the 1989 "Summer in
the Parks· performance series. The
summer series features a variety of enter·
tainment for children and adults: music,
comedy, storytelling, magic and vaude·
ville. Interested performers should send
promotional materials to: Summer in the
Parks, Portland City Hall, Rm 312, 369
Congress St., Portland 04101 Attn : Ted
Musgrave or call 874·6793 for more information.

Auditions for "Rules of Engagement" Apr 5-6 at 7:30 pm at The Center

Hun~ey .

5:00
5:30
6:00
7:00
7:30
10:00

M.rch 30, 1989

Doll & Toy Auction to benefit the Sal·

Maine Health Foundation in its fight
against AIDS. Senator George Mitchell
Will be the keynote speaker. The Benefit
Ball will be held Apr 8, 6 pm at the Holiday
Inn By The Bay, SprinQ St., Portland.
Tickets are $75, which Includes dinner
and dancing. Tickets may be obtained by
mailing a check to Maine Health Founda·
tion, P.O. Box7329DTS, Portland, 04112.
For more information , call 773·3564 .
Gaming Convention MaineCon. '89,.fea·
turing a wide range of popular, histOrical,
military, fantasy, role playing, and board
games, is being held Apr 7·9 at the. USM
Portland Campus Center. AdmiSSion IS
Fri (5 :30-11 :30 pm) $4 ; Sat (7:30 am·9 :30
pm) $9 ; Sun (6 am·2 pm) .$7; all three
days,$15. (Pre·reglsteredpnces ~reless .)
Most games cost $2 . For more Informa·
tion , call The Toy Soldier at 443·3711 .

89,7 1m Catais . 90.1 1m Portland . 90.9 1m Bangor . 91.3 fm Waterville
106.1 1m Presque tste

MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

WALLS OF
GLASS
Starring

PORT '* STAR
PRODUCTIONS

presents
ROBERT ANTON WILSON'S

WilHELM REIC
(lIN HELL

PHILIP BOSCO
GERALDINE PAGE
WILLIAM HICKEY
OLYMPIA DUKAKlS

- NEW IMPROVED SELECTION _

NOW OVER 5000 VIDEO TITLES!

April 5-9,12-15
7 p.m. performance
The Tree Cafe

IDEOPORT

45 Danforth St,
Prime Seating $10
Student & Senior $5
Cluster Seating 5/$30

775-0514

gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat,
10-5; Sun, 12·5; Free on Thursday eve.
nings, 5·9. Current exhibits: Maine Vanes,
an exhibition of 25 weather vanes from
the collection of Ida and Kenneth Manko
of Wells (through Apr 2) ; Contemporary
Australian Art: Selections from the loti
and Victor Smorgan Collection (through
Apr 30). Perspectives : Duncan Hewitt,
Michael Moore and Rose Marasco
(through May 21). Artwork by Soviet Chil·
dren (Mar 31·Apr 16). 775-6148.
aarrieloff Gallery 26 Free, Portland.
Works by Pat Hardy, Robert Solotaire,
Stuart Ross through Mar 31. Also at the
gallery a selection of 19th and early 20th
century American art. Hours: Mon·Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12 -4 pm . 772-5011.

Sqtlilee

MOI·gan~s

eating & drinklng saloon

46

Market Street, Portland.

n4-5246

.-f~~5~

We startA from scratch!
In a Hurry?
Try our .Quik-Lunch Menu

IFriday

e

March 31st

MOTOWN
DANCE PARTY
9:30 p.m.

THE RED
LIGHT REVUE

Salads:

~.

April 1st

Alberto
Del Gado
& His Dirty Dancing
Band

Sunday • April 2nd

JAZZ 4 to 8

Small garden $2.50
Large garden $3.95
Spring Salad $3.75
Tuna and Cottage Cheese Plate $3.75

.'-'--

e

HOT LATIN
DANCE MUSIC

Latin

Turkey, Roast Beef, Vegetarian, and Tuna Fish

Hot Turkey Sandwich $5.50

Saturday

9:30 p.m.

Soups $2.35 or Chowders $2.95
Sandwiches $3.75

~ORE •••

I

MAINE STREAM
feotuing

Eldorado Horns
50 Wharf St. 871-0050
-

(just behind 3 dollar dewey's)

I

~o~r~e~______________

ON~ ·

•

FF~

WALL

34 Danforth St.
Portland

775-7949

'.

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011

Start your Day off Right...
Put on a happy face!
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Joe Boxers
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$13.50
Bunches of
Boxers to
choose from)
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3 moulton st. portlana, me 04101
207773-5181
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Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant

·

-9"~~.,.e..?n.- 390 Fore S1.

773-3080

41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

•

Dean Velentgaa Gallery 60 Hamp- Art Clttlcl.... In Maine Panef discusshire SI. Portland. New paintings by Mary
sion with Phil Isaacson acting as moderaHart through Apr 2. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm,
tor, and Patricia Davidson. Edgar Allen
Beem, William Berry, Shirley Jacks and
Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. and by appointment,
772-2042.
Stuart Henderson Mar 31, 7:30 pm at the
Congrea. Square Gallery 594 ConMai ne Writers Center, 19 D Mason SI..
gress, Portland. Cibachromephotographs
Brunswick. Presented by the Union of
by Charles Stein hacker through Apr 15.
Maine Visual Artists, the eveninll is free
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 11 amand open to the public. For more Informa5 pm. 774-3369.
tion, call 729-8333.
Gallery 127 127 Middle. Portland. Works The Intelligence. of Plc•••o Leo
by Diana Arcadipone and Richard HutchSteinberg speaks Apr 3,7:30 pm in Kresge
ins through Apr 1. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 amAuditorium, BowdOIn College, Brunswick.
6 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
For more information, call 725-3151.
We.t End Gallery 34 Danforth, Port- Spltng Exhibition of Art at the
Chocol.te Church in Bath opens Apr
land. Works by Portland artists Janice
Appel, Michael Porter, Steve Powers and
7. Entries for this juried exhibition should
Penelope Schenk. 775-7949.
be submitted on Apr 4. All artistic media
except phot09raphy are eligible. There is
Hobe Sound Galleries North One
no entry fee for members of the ChocoMilk St., Portland. A Moving Tribute: Artlate Church. For non-members there is a
ists of Portland through Apr 15. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 773-2755 . .
charge to help defray the cost of operatPortland Wine and Chee.e 8 Forest
ing the gallery: $5 for one entry. $8 for two
Ave. Portland. 'Picking Up the Pieces:
and $10 for three. For more Information,
ceramic artist Lynn Duryea'S latest show
call 422-8455.
of hand made paper collages and painted Design and Pltntlng Four-week work~hop in the techniques of design, layout,
terra cotta wall pieces through Mar 31,
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-8 pm, Sat 9 am-5
paste-up. and basic informatIOn about
printing Apr 5-26. For more information,
pm.
F.R. Vance Window I ...tallatlon call the Feminist Spiritual Community at
see it day or night at Sherry's Tropical Art
773-2294.
Store, 612Congress, Portland. 761-0611, Portrait of Brigadier General
Bayview G.llery 75 Market, Portland.
Samuel W.ldo: M.lne HI.tory .nd
An exhibition of watercolors by area art- Politic. of CuitUN Gallery talk given
by Elizabeth Miller of the Maine Historical
ists, Pamela Johnson and Carol Hayes,
Society Apr 5, 1 pm and Apr 9, 3 pm in the
depicting a variety of scenes from Maine
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
and New England through Apr 1. Hours:
Tue-Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm. 773-3OlJ7.
Brunswick. For more information, call 725Good Egg C.fe 705 Congress, Port3275.
land. Photographs of wildlife and Haitian Au.trall. Day Films, gallery talks, games
people by Randy Ury through Apr 6. 773and presentahons will be held in conjunction with the exhibit "Contemporary Art of
0601.
The We.t Side Re.teurant 58 Pine,
Australia" Apr 8, 12 noo0-4 pm at the
Portland Museum of Art. Performances of
Portland. Pastel drawings by Paul
the Ha' Penny Story Theatre's production
Hollingsworth through Apr 16. 773-8223.
The Artl..... 334 Forest Ave, Portland.
'Along the Boomerang Coast" at 2 pm.
The video "Austraha's Art of the
Marjorie Vaughan: color photographs of
Dreamtime: Quinkin Country" will be
religious rituals and human endurance
shown at 12 noon and 4 pm. Events are
through Apr 14. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 am-6
(ree with museum admission. For more
pm, Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
information, call 775-8148.
Nancy MargoU. Gallery 367 Fore,
Portland. 'Imagination Runs Wild" The Deering Oaka Fe.tival Art. & Craft.
Show Applications are now being acFourth Annual Wedding Band Exhibition
through Apr 30; tapestnes by Carol Atlecepted for the 1989 festival. which takes
son through May 15. 775-3622.
place July 21-23 The application deadline for thIS juried show is May 1. ApplicaStein Gla•• Gallery 20 Milk. Portland.
tions are 9vailable by writing the ChamNewwork by Peter Andres and Bruce Pizber of Commerce of the Greater Portland
zichillo through Apr 29. 772-9072.
Region, 142 Free St., Portland, 04101 or
Greenhut Gall.lt_ 146 Middle, Portby calling 722-2811,
land. Original artwork by Chris Neilson,
Frederick McDutt, Neil Welliver, Glenn Special Project In Art. Education
ApplICation deadline IS Mar 31 for grants
Renell. Jane Dahmen and others through
Mar 31. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:30
for the collaboration between schools and
pm. 772-2693.
cultural institutions and professional development for teachers. For more information. write Maine Arts CommISSIon,
State House Station #25. 55 Capitol St.,
Portland SchoOl of Art, 619 Congress,
Augusta 04333 or call 289-2724.
Portland. Surface and Intent: Works by
Joseph Amar, Carole Seborovski and Ford
Beckman through Apr 26 at the Baxter
Gallery; An Idiosyncratic History of Photography through Apr 21 at The Photo
Galiery (Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm,
Fri 8 am-5 pm, Sun 11 am-4 pm.)
Bowdoin College Museum of' Art,
Brunswick: Picasso: Imaginary Portraits,
1969 through June 4. (Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm, Sat 10 am-S pm and Sun 2-5
m. 725-3275.)
nlva,.lty of Southem Maine A
Timely Encounter: 19th Century Photography of Japan through Mar 30 at ttie
USM Art Gallery in Gorham. (Hours: SunThu 12-4pm. 780-5009); Works by Maine
Women Artists: Abby Shahn, Cicely
Aikman, Marjorie Moore, Sherry Miller,
Cathy Kaelin, Anne Gresinger, Gretchen
Lagner, Susan Webster and Lisa Brunell
at the Area Gallery, USM Campus Center
(Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-10 pm, Sun 12-5
pm. 780-4090.)
Olin Art. Center Bates College, Lewiston. Fine Arts Faculty: New VIsions, an M.ry B.ker Eddy .nd Chrl.tl.n Sel·
exhibition 01 paintings, frescoes and ceence Lecture given as part of the 'Expioramics by artists Robert Feintuch, Paul
rations in New England Spirituality' seHeroux, Donald Lent and Joseph Nicories being offered by The General Theoletti (through Mar 31); Recent Work:
logical Center of Maine Mar 30, 7:30 pm
Mozambique and Beyond, an exhibition
at the State Street Church, 159 State,
of pastels and watercolors by Bulgarian
Portland. Cost is $5. For more informaartist Stefan Kantardjiev. 786-8158.
tion, call 847-2214.
The Joan Whitney Payeon Gallery Computer Pro'es.lonal. for Socl••
of Art Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Re.ponslbility Marc Lesvesque disAve, Portland. Kuniyoshi: Warriors,
cusses the 'Humane TechnologIst' proGhosts and Natural Wonders: Japanese
gram he developed at USM within nonPrints by Utagawa Kuniyoshi from Springcredit computer courses Mar 30. 5:30 pm
field Museum of Art through Apr 9. Hours :
in Room 340. PRVTI, 196 Allen Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call Alan
Tue-Fri 10 am- 4 pm, Thu 10 am-9 pm,
Sat 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
White at 781-2613. '
Revolution, Family .nd Women'.
Liberation In the Soviet Union
Lecture given by Wendy Goldman of
Chri.tine'. Gallery 24 US Rt. 1, YarCarnegie Mellon lJniversity Mar 30, 7 :30
mouth. Exhibit of work by local artists
pm in the USM Portland Campus Center
Joseph Cousins, Evelyn Winter PogorzelAmphitheater. Free and open to the public.
iski, Nancy DeYoung, and Carmen Melito
For more information, call 780-4440.
through Apr 7. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-8 Northe•• t Christian Church Study
pm. Thu until 8 pm. 846-6128.
and discussion course, "Meeting Jesus,"
The Center for The Art. 804 Washoffered Thursdays at 7 pm at Northeast
ington, Bath . Spring Juried Show Apr 7Christian Church, 159 Sawyer St., S.
May 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10am-4 pm, Sat 12
Portland. Free and open to the public. For
-4 pm. 442-8455.
more information, call 767-3356.
Altorney Gener.I'. Office Gallery Portland Write,.' Networi( Lyn Riddle,
Space sixth floor of the State Office
stringer with "The New York Times,' will
Building, Augusta. Tapestries by Mary
speak on working for a national newspaLane of Brewer and hno cuts by Holly
per Mar 31, 7:30 pm in the Public Safety
Berry of Waldoboro are on display through
Building, 109 Middle, Portland. Free and
Mar 31 . For more information, call 289open to the public, but contrIbutions to
2724.
PWN are welcome. For more information,
call 871-0466 or 775-0985.

schools+libraries

J.

out., town

Exploring Amerlca- I)y YiililJi""ROj;
tel Sally Jenecek of American Youth
Hostels presents slides of hosteling Mar
31,7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco SI.
Conference Center, located off RI. 1,
Freeport. Free and open to the public.
Maine Miner.i.: A Mu.eum
Curator'. Perapective Lecture given
by Carl Francis, curator of Harvard
University's Mineralogical Museum , as
part of the Maine Geological Society's
spring conference Mar 31, 7 pm in
Hirasawa Lounge. Chase Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston. For more information,
call 786-8155.
An Introduction to BI.... Dyn.mlc
Fanning and Gardening Hilmar
Moore, president of the Bio-Dynamic
Farming and Gardenin~ Association,
speaks Mar 31,7:30 pm In Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Fonner Apollo •• tron.ut Ruet y
Sehwelckart will speak on his experience and hope for space exploration and
global awareness following the annual
dinner meeting of Physicians for Social
Responsibility Apr 1, 8 pm, at the Holiday
Inn by The Bay, Portland. Tickets for the
lecture are $8 in advance, $10 at the door.
For more information, call Nancy Sheriff
at 781-5611, Dr. John Goodrich at 7812067 or Peter Wiley at 781-2047.
Poetry Wo ....hop Poet William Carpenter focuses on the creative process
Apr 1, 11 am-4 pm at the Maine Writers
Center, 19D Mason St., Brunswick. Participants are asked to brin\! two or three of
their own paems for reading and discussion. Fee is $30 for Maine Writers and
Publishers Alliance members, $35 fornonmembers. For more information, call
Harriet Mosher at 729-6333.
.Jap._e Language CI••• for beginners starts Apr 3, 7-9 pm at the Japan
America Society of Maine. One Union SI.,
Portland. People with previous Japanese
language training may join on-going
classes durin\! the week of Apt 3-7. For
more informabon, call 774-4014.
Who I. c.lto. Fuentea1 John H.
Turner, professor of Romance languages,
speaks Apr 3, 7:30 pm in Beam Classroom. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. For more information,
call 725-3151,
Alliance Franc.i. . of Portland presents a brown bag lunch slide shoe,
"Voyages en France: Apr 4. 12 noon at
the Portland Public Library, Rm. 415.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 871-4014.
The L_eon of HI.tory In Contemporary Llter.ture Judith Ryan, an
expert on the German Post-War novel
and comparitive literature from Harvard,
speaks Apr4, 7:30 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3151 .
Invi.lble Yankee.: Black COmm ....
niti_ in 19th Century Meine Lecture being given as part of the Maine
Historical Society's series "Down East
'Melting Pot'" Apr 5, 12 noon at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress, Portland.
For more information, call 774-1822.
Barbara Cooney'. "'sland Boy"
Barbara Cooney, Maine author and illustrator, shares her most recent book Apr 5,
7:30 pm at Morse High School (Rm. 9),
High SI., Bath. For more information, call
443-1316.
M.naglng In the New Buel_. CIi·
",.te James Hayes, publisher of Fortune maQazine, speaks on the business
communIty's involvement in educational
reform Apr 5 at the Greater Portland
Chamber of Commerce's Eggs & Issues
breakfast at the Sonesta Hotel, Pordand.
Coffee is served at 7:15 am; breakfast at
7:50. Cost is $8 prepaid. To register, call
772-2811.
CrI.1a and Culture In latin America
Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes speaks
Apr 6,8:15 pm in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
725-3151.
Juclal.... In New England Lecture
given as part of the 'Expiorations in New
England Spirituality" series being offered
by The General Theological Center of
Maine Apr 6, 7:30 pm at the State Street
Church, 159 State, Portland. Cost is $5.
For more information, call 847-2214.
Ea.t andWe.t: Comp.rlng Chine. .
.nd Amerlc.n Educ.tion lecturel
discussion by Zhu Hong, a Chinese exchange student at USM and Barlbara
Rothenburger, an American teacher who
has taught at Fudan University in Shanghai Apr 6, 7 pm a\ Thomas MemOrial
Library, 6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Ertzabeth. Free and open to the public. for
more information, call 799-1720.
Women Bu.lne.. Ownera of
Greater Portland Monthly meeting
focuses on getting new clients Apr6, 6 pm
at the Chamber of Commerce Board
Room. 142 Free St., Portland. For reservations or information, call Becky Erickson
at 761-()041.
Hlp Surgery and a Handicapped
Skiing Program are the topic of discussion at the Apr7 meeting of the Friends
of Maine Medical Center. First part of the
program is a discussion of joint surgery
and hip replacement; the second part
focuses on the Maine Handicapped Skiing
Program, which teaches downhill skiing
to the physically handicapped. The presentabon begIns at 10 am (coffee at 9:30
am) in the Charles A. Dana Health Center
at Maine Med. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8712205.
Networi(ofPFOre..ional•• nd Small
Bu.I_.e. is an organozation of success and goal oriented peopie, creating a
network referral system among professionals and businesses within the Greater
Portland area. The network is limited to
one person representing his or her profession or trade. The next meeting will be
held Apr 20, 6 pm at the Saulter Chiropractic Center, 3 Fundy Rd .• Falmouth.
To register call Tim Saulter at 781-2003
or773-35~
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Tree of Life
An ancient symbol
of productiveness,
wisdom and life,
this abacus
original is available
in 14k, 18k gold
and sterling silver.
CAlIFORNIA, ISRAEL, JAPAN AND MAINE

Blending traditions
In every detail of his per- date. These include a canvas of
sonal appearance, speech, and his stripped illusionistic work Gainsborough-like overtones,
phenomenal outpouring of full of three-dimensional de- shows a group of obviously San
works of art, painter Hirotsogu tails that are really painted on a Francisco flower people and
Maftir exemplifies the blend- flat surface; a painting of the gay demonstrators marching
ing of two traditions.
foothills of the Himalayas from along the shore of Cutler
Maine. In the background ar~
Maftir's .father is a. native- his Buddhist explorations
born Isr~eh who arnved at there; a shapedcanvasin which the .great and terrifying Cutler
Berkeley In 1960 t~ study Chi- he tried to limit himself to two radIO towers of the U.S. Navy.
nese. Moses Maftlr's goal was indistinguishable colors' a The title, "Natural Preserve"
to track the .vesti~es of Chinese· black canvas with protrudin is about one of the last gre~t
coastal stretches in WashingJews w~o lived In the villages spikes from his series on Jew~
on the sl!k route.. At Be~keley in the Middle Ages; a photo ton County to have been rehe marned Aoki Nonko, a realist painting of Washin ton lieVed of the possibility of
development. Maftir is blendJapanes~ student. In 1962 their Academy in Machias; a sugbtly ing
his overpopulated Califorson, Hlrotsogu Maftir, was colored landscape of the flamnia roots with his new found
~rn
.
ed
'"
mg r
blueberry barrens of vision of a frontier in eastern
. .
Maf.tIr recalls p.amtmg tiny Washington County; and an Maine.
Buddh~st and JeWish symbols imaginary painting of a lush
Another painting, illusfrom hiS toddler years on and tropical landscape full ofunretrated
here, shows Mount
never dou~ted that he wanted alistic animals. Each of these
Olympus
in Greece with a large
to bean arhst. He attended the
Celtic
Cross
on its summit. The
San Francisco College of Art,
title,
"Political
Wedding," is in
traveled ex~ensively in Japan,
honor
of
the
recent
marriage
even stopping to study for six
of
Irish
Governor
McKernan
months at a Zen monastery in
with Greek Congresswoman
Kyoto where his uncle was
Olympia
Snow and it exhead. priest, and then spent a
presses
the
artist's observation
year In Israel with his paternal
~f
blendings
of strong tradigrandparents,
tions
everywhere
in the world.
When Maftir was returnOne
of
the
most
meaninging to the United States in the
ful
paintings
for
foday's
audifall of 1987, his plane was
ence
might
be
the
7'
x
9'
paintgroun~ed at Bangor airport.
ing of a group of well-known
He decided totakea littlejaunt
~ortland
street people standin this northeast comer of
Ing
on
the
porch of one of the
America, which he had never
great
columned
houses on the
visited. One look at the spec"Yes
tern
Promenade.
The g)otacular landscape of Hancock
no,us
~olden
light
5uffusing
the
and Washington counties conpainting and illuminating both
vinced him to remain in this Mafttr'S "Political Wedding»
visual paradise. Since Novem- works is perfectly executed and the people and the building
ber 1987 he has been working represents the accomplishment offers that possibility that we
alone in an abandoned fann in of various six-month periods will all begin to share what we
have with one another. This
Whiting, a town near Machias. in the artis t's oeuvre.
painting
is called "Gimme
His only company has been
In the second room we are Shelter."
from his satellite dish and TV treated to 10 large paintings
Even the opening reception
and his golden retriever, Ish~ executed within the past year.
last ~.eek offered a blending of
maeL
Thes~ .all r~present "Blending
It was a great surprise last TraditIons, the title of the traditions. Musicians played
typica~ Israeli horas on Japaweek to attend the outstand- show.
nese
Instruments. Refreshing show of this reclusive artOneofmy favOrites is called ments consisted of sushi made
ist. The exhibition is taking "Mother and Father." This 6' x
place through April30 at a new 7' oil, in dark colors with an from gefilte fish and lox and
gallery, The Miss Portland almost Rembrandt-like illumi- miso soup with matzo balls.
Gallery, located in an aban- nation, depicts the Ark of the Gallery owner Thomas R~ving,
doned warehouse in back of Covenant with the Ten Com- newly settled in Portland's
the Miss Portland Diner on mandments in Hebrew (the south end, looks forward to
Marginal Way in Portland. central element in any syna- welcoming the Greater PortMaftir's work is divided into gogu~) as the backdrop for an land art community. He is also
two groups-retrospective and unbelIevably tranquil and se- offering special programs for
~ew ~or.ks. Each body of paint- rene golden Buddha, which sits the homeless, for the refugee
mgs IS dIsplayed in a different with absolute confidence and resettlement program, for
room. The atmosphere of the authOrity in front of the Ark. people from nurSing homes,
gallery is very large, with cin- Viewing this picture one can- and for physically handi?er block walls, excellent light- not help but have confidence capped visitors, and for the
Ing, and 4000 square feet of t~at somehow the great and visually impaired. "I want to
floor space covered in beauti- diverse religions of the world, do something new and decent
ful mauve gray industrial car- and their practitioners, will find in t~is town for the arts," says
ROVing.
pet.
solace in their common ground
. The first room has 10 paint- rather than their differences.
Sherry .Miller. artist and writer, wonders
Ing~, r~presenting all the major
Another unusual picture of If her ho~stic dentist didn't do something to
penod s of MaWr's work to Maftir's, this one with more her tongue in her cheek fast week.
April fool.!!

abacus
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 0410] .772-4880

DON'T JUST
THROW OUT
THAT OlD
,---~PHOTO

JUST BRING
IT TO US!
We specialize in copying and restoring
old, faded and· damqged photographs.
We process and print all black and white
film and we can make black and white
prints from your color originals. We're ...

JUS

J

HIACK & WHI
54 YORK STREET, PORTlAND, ME 04101

761-5861

Casco Bay W_kIy

QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
by Frank Gaziano
A double challenge!
Here's a baseball oddity ..•The biggest
paid altendam:e for any baseball game
was NOT for a World Series game or
even a regular season game - but for an
exhibitiongame! ...Thealltime baseball attendance
record of 93,103 was set
for an exhibition game
between the Dodgers and
Yankees at the Los Angeles Coliseum in 1959,
honoring Roy Campanella
...No other baseball game
has ever topped thal
The quality orMlchelob
and Mlchelob Lighttruly
speak ror themselves.
Compare the taste or these brands to
other brands - this Is a great chal·
lenge from these truly great super
premium beers.
One of the amazing Olympic runners in
history was a man named Emil Zatopek
of Czechoslovakia... When he ran in the
1948 and 1952 Olympics. trackexpens
said he had the worstnmning form they
ever saw ... He did everything that track

coaches tell you not to do ... He waved
hisanns and moved his head all around
as he ran ... Yet, Zatopek beat all the
greatest runners in the world (who
used perfect form) not in one race, or
two or threee, but in
four different Olympic
races ... And he not only
won four gold medals
but set new Olympic
records in each of the

events!
Yes, compare these
two super-premium
beers - Mlchelob and
Mlchelob Light brewed hy Anheuser·
Busch - The world's
best brewers.
Only nine men in the entire history of
big league baseball have ever hit 50 or
more home runs in one season... How
many of these nine do you think you
can name? ... Here they are...Roger
Maris ...Babe Ruth ...Hank Greenberg
.. .Jinuny Foxx ... Hack Wilson .•. Ralph
Kiner ... Mickey Mantle •.. Johnny
Mize ...and Willie Mays.

SENSE

Insld. the CrIminal MInd: New Pe....
.pectlv•• on Antl.oclal B.hevlor
Two-day seminar offered by SMVTI
Continuing Education and Department of
Law Enforcement Technology Apr 13-14
at SMVTI: Seminar will be led by Dr.
Stanton E. Samenow and topics include
mythS about the causes of crime, the
cnminal's view of himselfhlerself, and
deterrents to criminal behavior. Seminar
is designed for law enforcement and
mental health professionals. Registration
fee is $95 including refreshments,lunches
and materials. For more information, call
799-7303 ext 244.
MaIn. Innk.pp.,. A ••oclatlon
Annual Scholarship Programs Applications are now being accepted from students who have been accepted ataccredited schools which offer hotel administration and culinary sciences. For further
infonnation and applications contact:
Edward Langlois, Executive Director of
the Maine Innkeepers Association, 14~
Free St., Portland, 04101 or phone 7737670. Application deadline is Apr 15.

Everyone connected with the
recent commissioning in
Portland of the BIW-bullt Aegis
cruiser Phllllpine Sea.

OUT ON THE TOWN
WEEKNIGHTS

7:00 PM

UHF CHANNEL 24

The Evil. of Ozone Depl.tlon and
How It Aff.ct. You Lecturegiven Mar
30, 8 pm in Chase Hall Lounge, Bates
College, Lewiston. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7866330.
Affordabl. Hou.lng Forum with Ann
Knowles, Anne Pringle, Janet Raffel,
Nathan Smith and Annette Hoglund Mar
30, 7 pm at the Holiday Inn by the Bay,
Spring St., Portland. Open to the public,
but reservations are required. For more
information, call the League of Women
Voters at 774-3289.
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Trading
Co. Inc.

Congress Street, Portland

~3932_

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings· Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
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4 STORES TO SERVE YOU
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta
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"'We buy anything worth buying"
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BUY • SELL • TRADE
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Tax
anxiety'.
FEDERAL
Phone help
Tall questions
1·800·424-1040
Weekdays 8 am-8 pm
Saturday g am·2 pm
Sunday 12 noon-4 pm

Forms only
1·800-424-FORM
Weekdays 8 am-8 pm
Saturday 9 am-3 pm

Walk-in help

! '

Federal Building

•

151 Forest Avenue
Portland
Weekdays 8:30 am-4:30 pm

Portland Public Library
Room 113
Monument Square
Wed and Fri
g am-l pm
773-4761

MAINE
Phone help
Tall questions
1-800-452-1983
Weekdays 11 am-4 pm

,

·

Forms Only
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Pallet jaeks, eonveyors, shelving, pallet
racks and hundreds of related Items

-

~

•

Office and Industrial
Support Equipment:

'

THE WAREHOUSE

-

-.
'

;"

260 Commereial St., Portland, ME • 773·5677

1·800·388-5811
24 hours a day

Walk-in help
Federal Building
Room 2001
151 Forest Avenue
Portland
Weekdays
8 am-12 pm
1-4 pm

Impri.olVll.nt of Children In South
Africa South African activist Nomegoda
Sangweni and her ll-year-old daughter
speakMar31, 7pm in Chase Hall Lounge,
Bates College, Lewiston. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330.
Ca.co B.y C ....ns meeting Apr 2, 7 pm
at 535 Ocean Ave, Portland. For more infonnation, contact Ron Feintech at 7725581.
PAUSICA Monthly educational meeting
open to all Apr 3, 7 pm at the Immanuel
Baptist Church, 156 High, Portland. For
more infonnation, call n3-7873
Fann.,., Food and the Clobal
Sup.rmarket Max Singer, author of
-Passage to the Human World:will speak
as part of the World Affairs Council series
'GrElat Decisions '89- Apr 3, 7:30 pm at
Temple Beth-EI, 400 Deering Ave, Portland. Tickets are $5 public, $3 for World
Affairs Council members, $1 for students.
For more information, call 780-4551.
Bush Administration's Civil Right.
Agenda Sadhbh Neilan of the Maine
Lesbian-Gay Pol~ical Alliance speaks Apr
3, 8 pm in Chase Hall Lounge, Bates
College, Lewiston. Free and open to the
public. For more infonnation, call 786-

6330.
Candldat •• Night Opportunity to meet
candidates for Portland City Council and
the School Committee sponsored by the
Portland Democratic Committee Apr 4, 7
pm at Franklin Towers, 211 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. For more infonnation, call
871-7232.
Femlnl.t Ethic. and In Vitro FertilIzation Rosemarie Tong speaks Apr 5,
7:30 pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
more infonnation, call 725-3151.
BegInnIng at . Hom.: Tackling
Hous.hold Hazardou. Wast. Jennifer Jones of Clean Harbors Association
speaks Apr 6, 4 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more information, call 7253151.
Public Health on the Firing Line
Conference and workshop on the future
01 public health in Maine Apr 24,10 am-3
pm in the Augusta Civic Center. Sponsored by the Maine Health Policy AdvisOl)' Council, Maine Public Health Association and the Maine Department of
Human Services. Registration, including
lunch and materials, is $15. Registration
deadline is Apr 5. For more information,
call Deborah Deatrick at 780-4430.

F ....h Start Four-week smoking cessationelass offered by Mercy Hospital begins
Apr 3,7-8:30 pm. Fee is $40. To register,
call the Patient Education Department at
879-3197.
Chol•• t.rol Education: Whet To Do
When Your Numb.r I. Up Two-part
program oUei-ad by Mercy Hospital Apr 4
and 11,6.30-7.30 pm. Fee IS $25, preregistration is required. For more information, call the Patient Education Department at 879-3197.
Peopl.'. RegIonal OpportunIty Program is offering two free, public workshops at The Family Resource Center,
131 Spring, Portland. Learning to live with
PMS IS the subject of one being offered
on Apr 4, 1-2 pm. 'The Nibble Theory" is
another on personal growth offered Apr 5,
9 am·12 noon. For more information, call
874-1144.
S.xuallty - Und.,.tandlng and R..
building is the topic of this week's Divorce Perspectives meetinlj Apr 5, 7:30
pm atWoodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodforels, Portland. Open to the
public. Donation $1.50. For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers at 774HELP.
Manny .nd Sandra She.kln Brotman Full Gospel Business Mens' Fellowship International invite the public to
hear the teaching of this intemationallyknown couple in Yeshua, the Messiah,
Apr 8. The Brotman's will be at Valle's
Restaurant, Brighton Ave, Portland at 9
am; admission is $5. There will be a
Seder at 6:30 pm at the Atrium Ballroom,
Cook's Corner, Brunswick. Admission is
$11.95 in advance, $12.75 at the door.
Forreservations for Valle's, call 799-1324,
799-8638, or 854-1777. For reservations
for the Seder, call 4434591, 729-0332 or
784-7014. Reservations for the Seder
must be made by Apr ,.
The Nutrition and Fitnes. ChalI.nge One-da¥ workshop on the relationship of nutntion to athletic performance and optimal health Apr 8,9 am-4:30
pm on the USM Portland Campus. Application deadline is Apr 5. For more information, call Lifeline at 780-4170.
Contact Improvl.atlon Dane.
Work. hop Open to enthusiasts of all
levels and experience and led by Danny
Trenner Apr 8, 1:30-7 pm and Apr 9, 10
am-S pm at Montanero-Hurll Studio, 616
Congress St., Portland. For more information, call 775·5645.
Sup.r Cltl.s Walk Fundraising event
for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Apr 9, starting in S. Portland at 9 am. For
more infonnation, call 761-5815.
Blo-energetlc/Core Energ.tlc Ex.rcis. CIa. . starting Apr ", Tuesdays, 6:30-8 pm. Classes offered by
Pamela Chubbuck, Yannouth Professional Arts Building, 37 U.S. Rt. 1, Yarmouth. For more Information, call 846-
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H.aven Can't Wait Talk given by Kevin
John Higgins on personaUplanetary transfonnation - a metaphysical perspective.
Emphasis placed upon spirituaUscientific
meaning of oneness, honoring/expressing your will, role of illuminati, inevitable
soclaUearth changes and space beings
Apr 14, 7 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. For ticket information, call One of Hearts at 774-0308 or
871-0287.
Women and S.1f E.t_m Six-week
educational and experimental workshop
presented by Crescent Moon Workshops.
Six Mondays starting Apr 17, 7-9 pm in
Portland. For more infonnation, call 7737117.
Llf.llne will be offering a variety of health
and fitness activities in April. Classes are
Openl..- to the Light Experimental
designed for men and women, llHlOyears
workshop providin!j basic tools for accessing Universal Wisdom. Introduction to
of age. Activities include Cardiovascular
sound/music heafing, spiritual use of
Fitness, Fly Tying Workshops, The Nutricrystals, learning to see auras, dowsing
tion and Fitness Challenge, Weight Wise
as a guidance tool and exploring the
and Smoke Free. Free brochures are
myths and practical uses of channelling.
available by calling 780-4170.
Workshop held Apr " 10 am-4 pm at Young Fathe,. Program of the Portland YMCA needs volunteer mentors to
Friends Meetinghouse, 1845 Forest Ave,
Portland. Donation $35. To pre-register
work with young fathers . Training is scheduled in April, Monday evenings, 7-8:30
call, 363-4005.
Int.rnatlonal R.fuge.. arriving in
pm althe YMCA, 70 ForeslAve, Portland.
Maine need hosts to provide temporary
For more information, call 874-1111 x
291.
shelter, orientation, and advocacy. If you
can make a three-month commitment to Women In Nurturing Croup Suphelp a new arrival, call the Refugee Report (WINGS) need a volunteer to work
In their offices two _afternoons a week.
settlement Program at 871-7437.
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at
R.fuge. R.seUI.ment Program is
874-1015 for more infonnation.
looking for a volunteer to manage their
donation center, which collect household Portland YWCA is offering a variety of
activities for adults and children starting
goods and second hand furniture to disthe week of Apr 3. All classes require
trubute to refugees. A three-month time
advance registration. Activities include
commitment is requested and the work
aquacises, arthritis aquacises, advance
can be done at any convenient time. For
lifesaving,aerobics, karate, ~feguardtrain
more information, call the Center for Voling, pre-natal exercises, self-defense for
untary Action at 874-1015.
women, swim lessons and yoga. For a
Bab~ Fair Choosing child care, proper
free Spring Program Catalogue, call the
nutntion for infants, developing childhood
YWCA at 874·1130.
literacy and promoting health for children
are among the topics presented at a Baby C.nter for Perfonnance Studies is
offering a new session of acting classes
Fair Apr 2, 12:30-4:30 pm at the Jewish
beginning Apr 3. Classes are held for 10
Community Center, 57 Ashmon~ Portweeks in Studio III at Ram Island Dance,
land. Professionals in education, the
2SA Forest Ave, Portland. Classes for
medical field and in child care programs
adults, children and high school students.
will make presentations throughout the
For more information, call 774-2776.
afternoon. Free and open to the public.
T ••n and Young Adult Clinic at Maine
For more infonnation, call 772-1959.
Medical Center, Mondays 4-8 pm. ApYoga C.nter Op.n Hou •• Free
pointments are requested, but walk·ins
classes and open house at the Yoga
are welcome. For people ages 13-21. For
Cente(s new studio space on Apr 2.
appointments or more information, call
Be9inning Yoga Class, 1-2 pm; Yoga and
871-2763.
ral Chi Chuan Demonstration, 2-3 pm;
Intennediate Yoga Class, 3-4 pm at The Tran.upport is a non-profit, non-sexual,
social and educational peersupportgroup
Yoga Center, Thompson Point, Portland.
for transsexuals, crossdressers, their
For more information, call 799-4449.
families, friends and people interested in
H.alth .c ....nings The Health Promogender issues. Meetings are held every
tion Program of Community Health Servother Sunday at 6 pm. For more informaices, Inc. will sponsor adult health screention, call 854-3528 or write to Transupings for diabetes, anemia, colo rectal
port. P.O. Box 17622. Portland 04101.
cancer and high blood pressure: Apr 3, 10
am-l pm, Safety Building on Chebeague The AIDS ProJ.ct, 22 MonumentSquare
Island; Apr ", 9:30-11 :30 am, Oak Leaf
(fifth floor), Portland, lists many support
Terrace In Freeport; Apr 13, 10 am-12
groups around Portland for PWAs and
noon, Salvation Army, Cumberland Ave,
the lovers, caregivers and friends of
Portland; Apr 19, 9:30-11 :30 am, ComPWAs. For more information, call 774munity Building inWindham;Apr 19, 1:306877.
3:30 pm, Fire Station in Falmouth/Cumberland; Apr 24, 1-3 pm, Town Hall in
Scarborough; Apr 26, 9:30-11:30 am, SI.
Anne's Church In Gorham. For more infonnation, call 775-7231 ext. 551 or 1011free 1-800-643-4331.
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BASEBALL PRIMER EVEN A KID COULD UNDERSTAND

Birds, bees and baseball
Justtheothermorning,Ihad He used to say that he would
a strategy breakfast with my pay money to play the game.
Nick: Papa, when I become
two sons and as usual we talked
about two things: (1) whether famous as a profeSSional baseor not all their laundry was put ball player, I'll never charge for
away, and (2) sports stuff. I've my autograph, and I will try to
mentioned this indispensable get you tickets to every game,
pair of cohorts on a regular Will you still be writing sports
basis in this column. Their then?
perception of sports heroes is
Papa: God willing, I hope
innocently built on great num- so. It sure beats working.
bers from last season, glossy
Patrick: Are you going to
MVP cards, and heavily spon- take us to opening day in Fensored products from K-Mart, way Park, April 10, against the
Sears and Toys 'R' Us.
Indians.
Actually, theirnaiveteabout
Papa: Aren't you worried
"big leaguers" is refreshing about missing a day at school?
because it is the same one I
Patrick: Papa, is that your
once shared. Anyway, here's April Fool's question? Are you
how the conversation tran- pretending to be crazy?
spired between three General
Papa: I would like to see
Manager-types over a box of Clemens pitch. Although he's
Cap'n Crunch with kiwi slices. been a pain this year, asking
Patrick (age 8): Papa, why for the moon and complaining
do the Red Sox want to trade about everything under the
Wade Boggs? I mean he's won sun.
fi ve batting titles in a row,
he's good for 200-plus hits, . ..'
and he's a good fielding
"
third baseman, It just .: .:....
doesn't make any sense to
: ..... .
me.
Papa (an old man): Patrick, there are a lot of reasons why the Red Sox want
to trade him. Boggs is sort
of making trouble and
causing embarrassment for
the team. And his affair
with Margo Adams didn't
help.
Nick (age 6): What is
the big deal about going to a
Nick: Do they really pay
fair with someone?
baseball players to run around
Patrick: Nick, now you're like I do in T-BalI?
getting into that stuff about the
Papa: Some of them, like
spenns meeting the eggs and Clemens, get a couple of milmaking babies with someone lion dollars a year.
you really care about - like
Nick: Is thatmore than what
Morn showed us in that book. you get for sportswriting or
Nick: I'd rather talk about more than Morn gets selling
baseball. Wally Joyner of the her sweaters?
Angels is my favorite player.
Papa: It's more than twice
He was the first card I ever got. what your mother and I make,
Papa, who's your favorite combined.
player of all time?
Patrick: Nick, don't be riPapa: Willie Mays.
diculous. Professional baseball
Nick: Who's he play for?
players get paid from the
Papa: He used to play for money the fans give to see the
the New York Giants and then games. For example, with our
the San Francisco Giants. There allowance we could buy a ticket
are five things a great baseball to a Red Sox game.
player must do.
Papa: Just imagine all the
.Patrick: Is one of them hav- money you could win by ining a great agent?
vesting your dollars in an inPapa: No, at least it stant lottery ticket. And you'd
shouldn't be. The real five have to win the lottery twice if
things are hit, hit with power, you wanted to cover refreshrun, field and throw. Mays' ments and parking.
combination of all five things
Nick: Are you April fooling
was tough to beat. The only us, Papa?
thing that bothers me is that
Papa: I wish I was. The
Willie Mays travels around the amazing thing is that during
country and charges kids and an off-season in which the Red
grown-up kids for autographs. Sox acted like kindergarten

kids when they were good and
selfish when they were bad,
the fans bought more season
tickets than in any other year in
their history.
Patrick: Why would smart
people pay so much money for
season tickets to watch Kindercaredropoulswhoweremoney
hungry jerks in their spare
time?
March 31- April I Dry Dock, Portland
Papa: Maybe these fans
April
7-8 Port Garden, Kennebunkport
weren't so smart.
Nick: Papa, can you review
DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!
again what an affair is?
Papa: Sure, Nick. If a batter L - - - - - - -_______________-...J
hits the baseball out of bounds
it's a foul. If he hits the ball on
the playing field anywhere, it's
gonna be a' fair.
Nick: Why did Boggs get in
trouble for that?
Papa: Mostly because he
allowed this woman, Margo
Adams, on the playing field
where she wasn't allowed.
Patrick: Papa, that's not
the whole story.
Papa: It's enough for
Nick right now,
Patrick: If! grew up and
broke my leg at age 17 and
it couldn't be straightened
out for some strange reason which, of course, af425 Forest Avenue, Portland
fected my speed and made
Near Interstate 295
it impossible for me to be a
profeSSional baseball
player, would you still like
me?
Papa: I would be the
proudest, happiest man
• SUBS
ali ve that you weren't in vol ved
in the mucky-muck.
Nick: How about if my leg
stayed okay and I became faster
and stronger and I always hit
• PASTA DINNERS
the ball a'fair and went on to
become a profeSSional baseball
player?
Papa: That would really
• FRIED DINNERS
hurt, my son. Somehow, someway, I'd try to find a way to live
with it. Would you mind changing your last name?
• COLD DRINKS
Nick: How about to Nicholas Cap'n Crunch?
Papa: Perfect. You'd give
Wheaties a run for their money
and make a fortune from
• TAKE-OUT
Quaker in the breakfast cereal
advertising market.
Pa trick: Morn said she'd call
us in sick on opening day. Are
we going?
Papa: Yes, all right, we'll go
to the opener at Fenway. But if
either of you coconuts pays
even a penny for any
ballplayer's autograph, I'm
disowning you as my son.
Nick: Round trip, Pat.

ThePlace~
774-2091

Mike Quinn, once a loyal pennant-waving fan, is now a swilling cynic. He lives
vicariously through his children's sports
dreams.
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• Portland location.
$134,900.4 bedrooms,
1 car garage.
• Saco Island Condo.
$84,000. 2 bedrooms,
great water views.
• Excellent Portland
Neighborhood.
$174,900.4 bedrooms,
great amenities.
• South Portland
location. $115,000.
4 bedrooms, excellent
neighborhood

Port
Quality Brick Building

MULKERIN ASSOOATFS
REALFSTATE

Architecturally significant, quality commercial building located
adjacent to the Regency Hotel in the heart of the Old Port. This
property features retail space on lower level and first floor, office
space on second floor and three residential units on third floor.
This I'roperty has tremendous potiential and will sell quickly.
Pricoo competitively at $895,000. For more details,
call Roger Gendron or Christopher Smith at m-l000.

426 Forest Avenue, Portland ME 01401
(2071 m-2127 Fax: (207) 87H!695

The Perlect Site
Advertise your
Investors Only
Positive Cash Flow
This free-standing retail building is presently leased until 1994. The
building consists of approximately 8,000 s.!. and is priced at slightly
less than $85/p,sf., with 10% cash return.
The "L-shaped' lot of 30,000 s.l. provides ample space to create
additional value, and is located In the heart of Southem Maine's
most desirable retail district other than the Mall. For more details,
call Roger Gendron or Christopher Smith at (207) 77:l-1000.
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real estate here.
You wonlt be buried,
you won't go broke.
Call Kate Halpert

B R 0 K ERS

Om: t.:nion Streel. Portland , ,\ hlne 0·1101 207·773·1000

775·6601
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Crescent and Ferry Beaches Department of Conservation needs volunteer park naturalists to lead walks and
interpretive programs in Crescent Beach
and Ferry Beach state parks and coastal
rangers to conduct water quality surveys
in Maine coastal counties for the spring
and summer of '89. For more information
about these and other volunteer and intern opportunities with Maine's natural resource agencies, calliWrite Libbey Sears,
SERVE/Maine, State House Station 22,
Augusta 04333, 289-4945.
Maine Audubon Society need volunteer guides for their spring programs at
Scaroorough Marsh Nature Center. An
interest in the natural wo~d and the ecosystem are a must, but no previous education or natural history experience is
necessary. Training session are held in
Falmouth Apr 13 and in Scarborough Apr
14, 18-19. For more inlormation, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Maine Classics: Penobscot, St.
John, Allagash Rivers Slide program
and tips on trip planning, transportation
logistics and on-river considerations Mar
30, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco St.
Conference Center, located off Rt. I ,
Freeport. Free and open to the public.

Officer Friendly Youth Runs South Dance Magic Dance classes in movement, ballet and jazz, taught by Michelle
The White Mountain Hut System
Portland May 13. For more information,
Stuckey, begin in April. Classes are availAlan Koop will talk about the history of the
call Rob Laskey 729-4104.
able for kids ages 3 112 to 14 years old.
lirst 100 years 01 the hut system as part of
The Hidden Spots: Brook and
For more inlormation, in Yarmouth call
the Evening Lecture Series at the AppaStream Fishing Discussion of tackle,
846-9680 ; Cumberland 829-3835; Fallachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
techniques, what to look lor, how to scout
mouth 781-5253; Portland 772-9671.
Camp Apr I, 8 pm (a family style dinner
and more Apr 6,7:60 pm at the L.L. Bean
Dance Magic is a non-prolit organization.
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
Casco SI. Conference Cenler, located off
public. For more information, call 603Rt. I, Freeport. Free and open to the Winnie the Pooh Young People's Theater perform A.A. Milne's classic at the
466-2721 .
public.
Children'S Environmental Activity
Theater Project, School SI., Brunswick
Exploring China's Sichuan Prov.
Leade,. are needed for the University
Mar 31-Apr I, 7-9 at 7 pm; Apr 2 and 9 at
Ince by Mountain Bike Slide pro2 pm. Tickets are $4. For reservations ,
of Maine's Cooperative Extension Serv- USTANOLVO Tennis Le.ague Signgram offered Apr 7, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
ice. Volunteers will lead two-hour field
Bean Casco St. Conference Center, locall 729-8584.
up is presen~y taking place on a statetrips for elementary school groups at the
cated off Rt. I, Freeport. Free and open to Op+n House: Gymbo.... of Port"
wide
and
local
level.
This
is
the
third
year
land Children 3 monlhs to 4 years and
Woodlot Wildlile Trail in Wells during May
the public.
of league play for teams of all abilities in
their parents are invited to an open house
and early June. Training sessions for volAnnual Sugarioaf Marathon May 21,
the
local
area.
For
more
information
on
to play with the 40 pieces of equipment
unteers will be held in April. For more in7 am in Eustis. For information write Chip
how
to
join,
contact
Devi
Maganti
at
729and for fun, games and songs Apr 4 at
formation , call the Center for Voluntary
Carey, Sugarloaf Marathon, R.R. I, Box
8433 (worl<lor 878-2669 (home).
Trinity Episcopal Church, Portland. ChilAction at 874-1015.
5000, Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947 or
Advanced
Ife
Saving
Portland
YMCA
Outing Club Meeting Open to all interdren 3-12 months, 9:45-10:30 am and
call
237-2000.
isoffering an Advanced Life Saving course
ested people Apr 4, 7:30 pm at 418 Fore
5:45-6:30 pm; Children 1-4 years, 10:30in four sessions: Apr I, 12-5 pm ; Apr 2, 9
11:30 am-6:3O-7:3O pm. Classes begin
St., Portland. For more information, call
am-4 pm; Apr 3-4, 6:30-9:30 pm. Class
Apr 6. For more information, call 882Scott at 772-2047.
lee is $60. To register, call Jackie at 871White Mountain Lure Multi-media pres6535.
1111 .
RM Cro.. Babysitting Course
entation on the formation and history of Saccarappa
Obedience
Club
of
the White Mountain National Forest ofCourse to teach safe and enriching ways
Westbrook holds an American Kennel
to care for babies and toddlers for chilfered as partof the Evening Lecture Series
Club dog Obedience Match on Apr 2 at
dren ages 11 and up. The course is ofat the Appalachian Mountain Club's
Westbrook High School, Stroudwater St.,
fered Apr 8 and 11 , 9.30 am-l pm, at the
Pinkham Notch Camp Apr 8, 8 pm (a
Westbrook. Registration is 8:30-10 am .
Riverton Community Center. Fee is $5.
family style dinner served at 6 pm). Free
Judging
will
start
at
10:30
am
.
Admission
For more information, call Portland Rec at
and open to the public. For more informais $1. Entry fees: $4 first entry, $2 second
tion, call 603-466-2721.
874-8793.
entry
same
dog.
Spectators
are
welcome.
Exploring Maine'S Downeast Coast
Stories for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
Slide highlights of sea kayaking along the Choosing a Bicycle Discussion of
(773-4761): Mon and Wed and Fri, 10:30
touring,
fitness
and
mountain
bikes;
proper
coast from Penobscot Bay to the Bay of
am; Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915) :
fit;
and
bicycling
as
a
lifetime
sport
Apr
3,
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public LIFundy Apr 8, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean
7:30
pm
at
the
L.L.
Bean
Casco
SI.
ConCasco St. Conference Center, located off
brary (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1
Cenler,
located
off
Rt.
I , Freeference
Rt. I , Freeport. Free and open to the
pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 em (5port. Free and open to the public.
6 year aids); Prince Memorial Ubrary,
public .
Trek
Across
Maine
Fundraising
ride
Winter Ecology Walks are being ofCumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
Lung
Association
June
for
the
American
fered for community groups at the Maine
(2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year
16-18.
Informational
meeting
for
interAudubon Society's Gilsland Farm Sancaids).
ested participants are as follows: Auburn, Peter and the Wolf North Atlantic Ballet Flicks
tuary in Falmouth through Mar31 . Walks
for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
Company designed this program just for
Apr
4
at
Rainbow
Bicycle;
Bangor,
Apr
5
are scheduled Tue-Fri between 8:30 am(773-4761): Sat, 10:30
and Tue, at
kids with audience participation and an
at
Bangor
Public
Ubrary;
Scarborough,
3 pm . The fee is $2.50 per person with a
~ :3O pm; South
Library
introduction to dance Apr I , 11 am at Le11
at
the
Foundation
for
Blood
ReApr
minimum 01 $15 per ~roup . Reservations
(799-2204). Fri.
pm .
wiston Jr. High School. Tickets are $3.
search
;
Augusta,
Apr
19
at
All
Souls
can be made by calling Carol taMere at
For more information, call 782-7228.
Unitarian Church; Rockport, Apr 25 in the
781-2330.
Community Room, Opera House; Freeport, Apr 27 at the L.L. Bean Casco S1.
Conference Center. All meetings are held
at 7 pm . For more information, call 1-800462-LUNG.
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COUNTRY SETTING
(Gorham) eight miles to Portland. Victorian house, upstairs apt. Two bedrooms,
heat and hot water. $625
892-5356 Easy commute to
Portland, Saco or Gray

80 SPRUCE ST. 2M Hoor,
1 bedroom, livingroom,
kitchen, bathroom, $475 per
month, including heat. Pari<·
ing and laundry. 772-7059
after Spm or 772-5320 7amlOam Ask for Chong

35 GWM DISCREET
looks lor one person to share
four bedroom house in South
Portland. WID, fireplace,
deck, living room plus family
room. Smoker OK Lots of
space. Comfortable. $375
per month plus utility. AvailEAST END. Newly reno- TIRED OF looking at able April 1. Security and
vated one bedroom apt. Nice apartments that are adver- references required. 761yard, hot water included. tised as wonderlul. .. and 1656
$400 per month. Call 772- they're not? Across from
1003
Expo . Fully applianced SUMMER housemate
i<itchen, all new, oak cabi- wanted to share quiet Peaks
RENT WITH US. Next time nets, hardwood lIoors Island house with recalciyou have a rental advertise throughout, two bedrooms, trant writerleditor. If you
it in Casco Bay Weekly. new, modern bath, washer, seek an easy life, look elseYou may be surprised, like dryer on premise, parking, where: it takes 25-minutes
many charter advertisers in stained glass windows, stor- to walk from the ferry pier to
our For Rent sections, at the age areas, heat and hot this rustic place. If you are
response you receive. Why water included. $650 per socially-<:onscious nonsmoker who doesn't have a
not give CBW Classlfleds month. Cali 761-2114
lot of possessions, consider
a try? You'll like it!
living in a fully-furnished
small house surrounded by
big trees. Available in May.
$260lmonth. CBW Box 246

ROOMMATE WANTED
to share house in Portland
with prolessional GM Peninsula location, with yard and
parking. Seek non-smoking,
responsible person to share
a home. CBW Box 238
CAPE ELIZABETH roommate wanted to share house
in nice neighborhood with
two GMs. Walk to Crescent
Beach. 15 min. to Pordand.
MlF $200 per month plus utilities CBW Box 237

1(.]. i9 jl rEi' tim ffU.
CAPE ELIZABETH: New
600 sq. ft. office space. High
VISibility locaton, minutes 10
intown Portland. Plenty of
parking . $495 per month.
767-3655 or 79S--4554

PROF. FEMALE to share
ACCESSIBLE first floor nicely furnished two bedroom
intown location. 450 square townhouse. (Bring your own
feet. plus bath. $275 per bed.) Terrific location. Femonth. Off street parking . male preferred . 799-8164
Call
772 - 1003 weekdays or 799-0464 .
$335 including all.

SHARE POWNAL farmhouse, convenient to Portland or Brunswick. Two
women seeking two mature
drug free women, with feminist orientations who enjoy
homesharing . Rent 4212
plus utilities. Call Candice or
Kris at 688-2218
M OR F to share spacious,
sunny apt. near Eastern
Prom. Water view from back
porch . References and security deposit. No pets. $225
plus utilities. 774-4231

HOME TO SHARE. One
block from Highland Lake .
Indudes home cooked meals
ROOMMATE NEEDED and pastries. Non-smoker.
immediately . (Republicans No pets. $425 per month Call
need not apply) Large three 892-8391
DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
bedroom apt. on Taylor st. in
State wide personal design
Portland West End. Apt. has
consultants for new home deck, fireplace , living room,
A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allcon struction . Currently has
kitchen, pantry and dining around good deal is what you
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft. room. Lots of privacy. Must
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
hand crafted mahogany conbe a sober non-smoker. classified . It's simple, cheap
temporary home in nice
Rent is $167 per month plus and effective . What else
country neighborhood. Just
utilities . 761-7022
needs be said?
20 miles to coast, commute
to the Augusta/Waterville
area (207) 426-9118

I'. JM'9 i\"'k Iii \t[.1, . .
LONG ISLAND-Charming
thr.ee bedroom cottage in
qUiet, sceniC location. Close
to beaches, tennis, ferry,
and store . All conveniences.
$300 per week, May, June,
and Sept. $500 per week
July and August. Call 8396240 or 766-2037

emp oyment

CAPE ELIZABETH Come
enjoy this four bedroom two
bath newly remodeled C~pe .
Large lot. two car garage and
full basement. Wonderful
view and great school system. $175,000. Call 7994718

WISE TRADING CO. is
looking for honest, competent, adult help . Some
knowledge of guns, jewelry,
and musical instruments
helpful but not necessary.
ON THE HILL, 81 Quebec Apply in person at Wise
SI. Two bedroom, 1 112 Trading Co. 498 Congress
baths, some city and ocean St. Portland
view, Victorian building .
Second mortgage available FEMALE PERSONAL
to qualified buyer. Asking care assistant for young
$99,500. Call 76t-2114
disabled woman in South
Portland . No experience
necessary $7 per hour. Must
have vehide. 767~955

CLASSIAED POUCY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon \0 determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free asa public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday'S
editIOn. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwill
not print ads thaI seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwill not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in lhe PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office BoK number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All informabon pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricdy confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly. reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which ~ may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

PHOTO LAB seeking experienced custom black and
white printers and lab
technicians. We offer a
working
p ;pleasant
environment, good benefits,
and alot of growth potential.
If you would like to join our
growing company, pleas
send
letter
stating
qualifications and salary requirements to Advertiser C,
PO Box 4628 DTS Portland,
04112

MACINTOSH SEll Meg
RAMl20 Meg Hard Disk. Low
mileage. Only used on alternate Sundays by little old
lady playing -Dark Castle:
New snows. $2500 . Call
Granny at 772-4400.

PRETZEL MANIA is seiling their licensed street
vending cart. The cart is
complete and ready to gol BALLOON FLIGHTS
This is a unique chance to You've always wanted to but
work for yourself and make never have. Here is your
chance. 2 for 1 Springtime
$150 per day. 846-5124
special. Call Hot Fun for deWEDDING DRESS ivory NEED FURNITURE? Why tai;'~ . 761-1735 ·We're not
satin, lace and pearls not rent with option to buy. just another pretty balloon
bodice, long sleeve, match- TVs, furniture and appli- ride."
ing satin and pearls hat, size ances from Rent-A-$et. Elm
5. Simply lovely. $250 781- St. Topsham, ME. 729~637
4590 Leave message.
GENESIS
STEREO
LADIES ROLEX watch . speakers, $125; Bang and
Traditional 18 karat and Olufsen turntable, $125.stainless steel with date. Canon pin-registered camPerfect condition. $2000 or era; Sony PCM-FI digital au- PROFESSIONAL Couple
dio processor, Beta camera In greater Portland area
best offer. Call 44~260
and deck, ladies' Raichle ski seeking a loving out going
person to provide care for a
YOU WANTED the best, boots, $75 offers 775-5667
new born and a 2 1/2 year
and you got the best. The
hottest band in the world- SEARS electric typewriter, old. Must have excellent refKISS! KISS concert pic- like new, new ribbon. What a erences, be outdoor oriented
tures, video tapes , cas- deal at $100. Call 774-1938 and a non-smoker. Use of
your own car preferred. We
settes and various collection
LYNDA BARRY and offer competitive salary. Call
items lor sale. Call Pat 772'Ernie Pook Comeek Fans· 283~280
5614
now is the time to get on ou;
mailing list. We carry all the EXPERIENCED profesWHISTLES The Rape Cri- books, T- shirts , and posters Sional Nanny seeklng partsis Center has whistles created by Lynda Barry . ~me employment in Scarb. to
available for $3. Great for Send your name and Portland area. Own transkey ch ains - also come with address to: Mad Poodle, Box portation and lots of references. Call 883-1473, leave
breakaway neck chain . Pro- 99093-CB, Seattle WA
ceeds benefit the RCC 24- 9 8 1 9 9 - 0 0 9 3 ' message if no answer.
hour hotline for victims of
sexual assault. Call 7743613 for more information.
HAVE YOU just cleaned
NIKON F2A body, $350' out your attic or your garage, AKC BLACK LAB pups 5
20mm13.5 lens , $200 . TC- and now you need to let peo- femalesll male left. Hips,
14B teleconverter $300 . ple know you've got a lot of eyes certified. Excellent
Camera rehabed by Nikon in great stuff to sell ? Place a temperament.
Field
'87. All have minor cosmetic classilied in Casco Bay champion lines. Ready April
Weekly
and
you'll
be
chasing
scratches. All in excellent
11 . $350 799-8943
working order. Ask for Monte people away . Call the CBW
Classilied
Hotline:
775-6601
.
at77~OI

child

fl ill liftl E.

notices
AN OPINION: Have universities
become
' churches"? Separation of
church and state stabilizes a
free and independent nation,
yet combination 01 church
and state occurs today .' National university system
preaches
the
false
PLACE YOUR NOTICE 'Christianity' of atheism
on our classified pages and
(one-world gov't) ... and disreach the more than 16,000 criminates
against
people who read Casco Bay
conservative Christian men
Weekly! Call CBW's Classi- pnd woman who openly disfied Hotline : 775-6601 and
use your Visa or Mastercardl agree. Education? Intellectual freedo,; ,? INSANE
Just say "Charge It!· ... Hey,
HYPOCRISY! PO Box
you're good at that!
10405, Portland 04104
UNZIPPED? Forced to take
an urine test to keep your job
or to get one? Reporter
wants your story in confidence.
Write :
547A
Congress St. Suite 44 , Portland 04101 773-5956

:,__ oupon

~~------------------------------------

theCBW

CI...slfled
....licll' before
compleleing his
(orm. Write legibly
or type, and use
additional paper
if necessary.

If you derive regular Income
from the subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.

And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are p+r w_k
Business
Individual
Up to 30 words
$5.00.
$7.00
31-45 wonds
7.00
9.00
46-60 wonds
9.00
11.00
Each Add'i word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

REHEARSAL SPACE
available. Now renting quality
musIc rehearsal rooms .
Heat. electricity and parl<ing
Included. For more info. call
761-4608 .

~

11::1!I~t1~lllltt~j
LOST Small male cat 314
pure white with raccoon tail
and spots. Missing from the
West End. Reward . 7739022

COMPLETE THIS ;ORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the follOWIng information
to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.
NAME ______________________________
ADRESS _____________________________

MESSAGE:

CITY _______________________________
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE _____________
DAYTIME PHONE _______________________

--------------------------------------------------~
PREFERRED CATEGORY: __________________

TOTAL WORDS: ____

PAYMENT:

Check _____

Money Onder ____

Mastercard _____

Visa _____

Credit Card II ___________________________

BASIC RATE (flom above)
+ _ _ EXTRAWORDSAT _ _ eEACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

x _ _ __

____________________________________ =______________ ______________________

i

-

2tI

Ca.co a.y W_tly
M.rch 30, 1989

bod & soul

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
WILDMAN wicked into adventure,
nature, outdoor stuff, canoes,
sailboats, cabins, expeditions,
animals, gardening ... runs quiet
engineering business as a front.
(40, 140 Ibs., 5'7" and fit). Seeks
woman for one of those moonlight
walks we keep hearing about.
CBW Box 242

LIFE READINGS channeling and traditional therapy
for empowenment for people
in transition. Barbara Bartley, M. A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center for New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland. 775-7135 or
802- 436-2355
RELAX & REJUVE"
NATE! Enjoy Certified Massage Therapy by Carol Anne
Fusco, Licensed Massage
Therapist at Acupuncture
Health Care- a natural
health care center offering
acupuncture, massage, dietary consultations, osteopathic diagnosis and treatment, and educational programs. 278 State Street,
Portland 04101. Phone 7755020

biZ services

THERAPIST: John P.
Carroll, M.S. NCC offers
psychotherapy and bodyoriented therapy. Groups include : Chronic Pain group,
and group for Adults Raised
in Dysfunctional Families.
Workshop
offering:
"Embracing Your Inner
Child," April 8. Individual
work integrates psychotherapy with Polarity Therapy to
discover causes of problems
in body-mind. Spiritually
based. 73 Deering St. Portland. 775--5903
JUNGIAN Psychology
Seminars. Thursday, March
30, and the first Thursday in
each following month. 7:309:30pm at 302 Stevens Ave.
Dr. G Astrachan 772~031
and 'Dr. C Burstein 883-4989

NISSAN SENTRA red
1985, highway miles, great
car, standard, two door,
great gas mileage, new
muffler and tail pipe. $2888.
Call 829-4227
GRAND PRIX L.J 1977.
Original owner. Solid transportation, inspected and
stickered. Moving over
seas. $595 Call 774-1745

FREE SEMINAR to be
held at: CKL MOBILE HOME
BROKERS, 1001 Forest Avenue, Portland, Saturday,
April 1, 1989,2:00 PM-3:00
PM. If you are presently
renting and wish to own your
mobile home, now or in the
near future, come and find
how you may qualify. For directions and reservations
call: 878-8611. (Walk-ins
welcome!)

FORD BRONCO" 1987, COLLEGE STUDENT with
5-speed. Excellent condi- truck available to do odd
tion. 29,000 miles. Touch 4 jobs. Very handy and can fix
wheel drive plus many op- most anything. Excellent
tions. $10,995 or best offer. references. Call anytime,
Call Tom or Sue at 773-4449 night or day. 781-4046
WHY LUG BOTTLES?
NISSAN 200 SX Turbo- Don't you deserve conveonly 20 thousand miles, nient, guaranteed chlorine
stored
winters, like new, very free, pure, sparkling "MUL TIPSYCHO Therapeutic body
DEVELOPING YOUR in- work and professional coun- clean, lots of extras, one PURE Drinking Water" and
"you h.v. plaoad on ad In tho Caooo Boy _Iy p«oon"" .your
.dlsautomauca.llyent.edln the PER9lNAL OFTHE WEEK con. .
tuition. Want to learn to trust seling by holistic therapist. owner with fwo extra tires for only pennies a gallon.
for th.tw .... Wa"elooklngfor adsth.t ar. a.dYe, winy II1d
those gut feelings? Come Dream work and astrological and bra. $8900 or best offer. Free 10 day TRIAL with
Wlnn • • wtll recei ... their tickets in !he mall.
join us as we explore the in- counseling are lovingly used Call 1.,.934-7548
absolutely NO OBLIGATION.
tuitive sel!. Tues. April 4 7- to promote self awareness AUDI GT Coupe 1986 lim- Call Max Carter, 772~740
DWM LOOKING for an inA MYSTERY WOMAN I 8:30 pm. Center fa New Age
telligent. motivated, attrac- sometimes wonder where Studies. Instructor Rose and soul growth. R.N., M.S. ited Edition, power every- FREELANCE Bartender.
tive. non-smoking SWF 27- you are and what you are Mary Whittaker. To register Ed. for more information. thing, red leather interior, Chris Ziagos 775--3607
775--1230
sunroof, digital dash, AM-37 approximately 5'6". If you doing? I envision your en- call 775-7135
INCOME TAXES preenjoy candle light dinners,
dearing smile. I live to disHAVE THE WINTER FM cassette, five cylinder- pared at reasonable rates.
car!
$9000
Call
Incredible
sitting in front of a fire lis- cover your heart, sailing on a THOMAS MERTON Sem- humdrums? Break it! Have
Experienced, accurate,
tening to music, walking on
summer breeze. Why must inar. May 6-7. Winslow, fun with a psychic party. Well 773-9835
prompt personal service. For
the beach, let's get together. you remain so elusive? Do Maine: To enhance and known psychic coming out of ,
free estimate or appointment
Photo and phone appreci- your traditional values and nourish our pilgrimage by retirement. Psychic-chan- VW GTI Rabbit 1983 call John Hudson. 772-1199ated. CBW Box 241
down-to-earth characteris- immersing ourselves in the neling-teacher. Audrey 892- AMlFM cassette, five speed, 7AM-l0PM seven days a
LESBIAN OVER 30 look- tics preclude the joy of our life and writing of the very 2999 or leave name and good condition. $2000 or week.
best offer Call 781-3052
ing for a warm, sincere meeting. I inhale your human poeVmystic/monk, number on machine
NON-SMOKING houses itwoman, 35--45 with whom to fragrance for life, lingering, Thomas Merton. Led by MID WI FE. Services
as you disappear on a bike or James Thuline. Call: 207- include prenatal care, DODGE CARAVAN SE ters, professionals, married
develop a loving friendship. I
couple living with inlaws until
skiing the slopes. A SWM, 799-1024.
nutrition
counseling, 1987,greatshape,5-speed, Sept. seek sanity and
don 1 go to bars and prefer to
30, 5'6", 1451bs, attractive,
homebirth, pap smears. Call 4 cylinder, FM radio, tilt, solitude, desire short or long
meet women who find their
professional, college edu- on. of h•• rt. presents for free consultation visit.
entertainment in healthier
cruise, 7-pass., Ziebart, tenm stays, caring for pets,
an
evening
talk
with
kevin
cated, outdoors oriented,
Heidi Fillmore-Patrick, 657- $8,000 or BO Call 774~210 plants, mail, etc. Many
ways, on land or sea. Lean
well-travelled, sense of hu- john higgins enti~ed 'heaven 3180.
references
and athletic-looking .CBW
mor, searches the pools of can't wait". subject matter
Box 239
focus
on
per- WOMEN: Does being in PONTIAC GRAND Leloneliness to solve the mys- will
2008 PRESIDENTIAL tery. Please send me a clue. sonal/planetary transforma- love mean being in pain? Mans Safari station wagon , BUSINESS SERVICES!
Learn how to change dys- 1981. Power steering, power Place an ad in our dassified
Candidate, SWM, 33, 5'9"
Does this make any sense? tion- - -a metaphysical per160lbs professional seeks CBWBox 161
spective. emphasis placed functional relationship pat- brakes, air conditioning. section anytime and reach
well over 16,000 readers for
running mate for exciting afupon spiritual/scientific terns. Therapy group now $1995. Call 772-9521
only $7!
ternoons and romantic DWM 37 broken in but not meaning of oneness- - - forming based on 'Women
evenings. Don't care much down. A smoker who's shy honoring/expressing your Who Love Too Much." For in- 280Z STOCK 1978 five
speed. Texas car, little rust,
about budget deficits or arms and quiet(until you get to will-- - -role of illuminati- - - fonmation call 871-9256
know me). I enjoy camping,
no crumble, stereo, more.
reduction but live for fun
inevitable social/earth CHANGE YOUR nega~ve Needs paint. 139,000 miles,
week-end get aways, Ion
filled weekends at Camp
walks, movies, not crowds or changes- - -space beings. thinking, feel better about runs strong, $1300 firm, seDaVid. Don't care what you
loud bars. I'd like to meet a friday, april 14, 7:00 p.m. yourSelf, maximize your po- rious only. 846~22 after 5
-Building
look like, but a slighdy off the
woman in her 40s, open u.s.m.---pordand campus- tential. Learn the skills vou pm.
wall personality would be a
need
10
turn
bad
thoughts
-Remolding
minded who knows what she --luther bonney auditorium.
SPECIALIST IN DECKING
perfect compliment to my
wants from life. PO Box for tickets/information call into good. Learn to do NISSAN SENTRA 1982
·contemorary
straight laced, conservative
affirmations.
Call
Marilyn
-Carpentry
exfour
door.
New
brakes,
one of .... rt. 774~308
15011 Pordand, ME 04103
• cabinetry & carpentry
nature. Schizophrenic,
True
883-3919
haust, tires. Great condition.
or871~287
crazy, neurotic women more SWM 26 fun, attractive and
• building & remodeling
$1800
or
best
offer.
Please
CORE
ENERGETICS
is
a
than welcome. CBW Box 235 decidedly dominant in TAROT CARD Readings.
powerful, energetic, holistic call Janet at 761-2450
871-0255 • 772-1761
LADIES: Share an evening special ways, seeks SWF Call Judith 934-1108
therapy which unifies
who
is
diverse,
active,
and
of light entertainment and remindlbody/spiritiemotions.
freshment, observe training wants her wild nature
Core Energetic exercise
in process; solo or with a "restrained. CBW Box 245
PORTLAND Residents
SINGING TELEGRAMS ...
friend. gentle B&D. Done ATTENTION LADIES: Do open your home and heart to class starting April 11. Eight
WITH BALLOONS
""
6:30
to
8:00
pm.
sessions,
with taste and style. Write you think you have seen the foreign high school students
Core
Energetic
workshops:
PAPILLON 295 Forest Ave.
Safe" Prompt· Low Rates
last of the nice guys? If so, this summer! Global Village, EmbraCing Life, Sat., April YOUR CHILD is an artist.
Suite 280, Pard and, 04101
EPA CertHled· Free Estimate
read on. I'm a 28 year old a new international youth 22; Grounding, Anger and Experienced professional
State LlcansQd
MYSTIC WRITER car- SWM who enjoys music, education program, offers Aggression, Sat., June 17; artist, Jane Wray offers
Port City
room/board
stipend
and
penter studying mime and dancing, movies, romantic
Dynamics of Joy: Love Eros unique approach to Creative
Asbestos
Abatement
dance, enjoys theater and dinners, traveling, and good travel benefits to Hosts with and Sexuality, Sat. and Painting and drawing for
From
Call us and BREAlllE EASY
music, seeks interesting fe- conversation. I consider room for 2-3 students. Sun., June 22 and 23 ; children in her studio near
male other. Someone with myself sensitive, caring, and Call1Write: EF Global Village, Working
Toward Woodfords Comer. Call Jane
767·0873
subtlety and depth, beauty affectionate. if your a SWF PO Box 5157 Sta. A, Port- Transformation: On going at 773--0446
Susie
'Fran"
Higgins
ME
04101
772-1979
land,
and brains, for sensitive between 20 and 30, under 5'
group therapy. Pam Chubsharing and sensual caring, 5", of average weight, and
buck, M.A., CBT is a psy- MAINTENANCE MEN Wells Thru Boothbay Harbor
meaningful chitchat ex- have similar qualities, inchotherapist with 20 years and mechan ics: I wi II teach
Brand New
change. No hunk but good terests-I would like to meet
experience. Pam works with you how to pick locks for the SAME DAY DELIVERY
A l.nt•• tic lir.t electric
looking enough (save when you! Phone and photo preindividuals, couples, families low price of $19.95. Mail to
"Always In Good Taste"
depressed), 37, I prefer 29- ferred. CBW Box 244
and does consultation. Call Pick Locks Box 4174A Port846-0000
land, ME. 04101 Instruction
45. CBW Box 243
SWM in 20s, athletic and
FALMOUTH
MAINE
and Picks induded.
DWF NEAT, attractive mid 40s. I'm fun, loving and handsome. Seeking an older,
independent, enjoy walks, sensual woman, late 205 to
camping, cooking, dining mid 40s, for discreet fun,
out, movies, travel, com- friendship and adventure.
panionship. Desire to meet Send phone # and photo if
gent with same interests . possible. CBW Box 231
CBW Box 240
COME ON BABY light our
I'M TIRED of spending ev- fires (barbecue that is)! I!
... A very affordable
ery night alone. I want to ex- evenings filled with seaside
match making service
perience the love of another breezes, chilled wine and
for people of all lifeman. I'm hopelessly roman- sizzling hot food, as well as
styres. We offer low
Interior • Exterior
tic, monogamous, and help- conversation, appeal to you
prices and high quality
lessly devoted. I want then stock up on the charservice. For more info.
Insured • Free Estimates
someone to teach me things, coal; we'll supply the sparksl
call, or write to P.o.s.
251, Augusta, ME. 04330
because I'm willing to leam. We're two intelligent, sarStephen Broad
However I might sound, I'm castic, stunning, perplexing
Free Info. Kit
not perfect. Simply, I'm a and independent SVVFs
(207) 2 ,17-5798
(207) 773-;~289
GWM seeking anyone who wanting some summer
1 • 7 pm Weekdays
can accept me as I am and fun ...and who knows, maybe
love me for me. CBW Box even romance?! I! you are
229
two intelligent, attractive,
MM 50. 6' 1751bs q<Jiet,
non-smoking SWMs 28-36
gentle, wanm, loving, seeks with a flair for spontaneity
younger woman who likes to and just plain goofin' around
hike 2-3 times a month. Let's then better buy marshmalTrain for careers in
have lunch and talk. Please
lows too. CBW Box 234
write in all honesty. PO Box
THE EASTER BUNNY
8036 Pordand, ME 04102
B.C. RICH Platinum Series
GWM thirtysomething. Tall knows I'm a good egg, but
guitars $299. Cool electric
dark hair, bearded hairy. Has can you take his word for it?
guitars with lifetime warranopening for soul mate. Quali- SWF with children. Average
tees starting at $99. Lex
looks though not thin. Long
fied GWMs must posses
Luthier Custom Guitar 574
dark hair, beard, hairy. Living hair, great smile, big heart,
Congress St.
(above
Responses to advertisers using CBW Box
in the greater Pordand area. active mind. Let's welcome
Recordland) Open to 8pm
AC. T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
Into starlight, passion, rap- the season together. CBW
Service should be sent to : Casco Bay
NaI'l hdqt... PO"""",,o Sch. FL.
Monday-Friday. 761-8084
ture, moon shadows, lust. Box 236
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HAIL MARY TYPINC
Service. Don't 'pass' thi!
up!! Will type your resumes
tenm papers, law briefs, personalized multiple letters
Engineering reports, play!
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quicl
turn around time. Pickup ane
delivery available. Call 7745410
AUDIO CONSULTANn
of Americal is Portland's
newest source for investment quality stereo equipment. We have B&K Components, LTD; PROTON Audio
components; and Legacy
Loudspeakers. 24 State
Street, first floor. VVe are
open 6pm to 9pm weekdays,
and 1Dam to 9pm Saturdays,
also we are open to appointments. (207) 774-9046
PERSONAL COMPUTER
Consulting: Services include: New systems setup,
Aid with software packages,
Custom Application Software
development. Not a Co. rep.
No task too small. Reasonable rates. 772-1626
HOUSESITTER looking
for long term (not just a
weekend) situation. Available mid-April. Professional
non-smoking female, will
care for pets and plants.
Very neat and very respon"
sible. If you're going away.
have the security of knowing
your home will be protected
and cared for. Have been
housesitting all winter. Recommendations available.
chll Kate after 5:00, 7750343
PAINTING and Wall covering. Quality craftsmanShip at
affordable rates. References
and
payment
plans
available. Contact Robert
Ruddy at 774-{)582 or 7730796
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firsttwolettersintheword"bone,"whose
last
two letters lead to "nest," and then
"stab," and so on.)
See if you can identify them below.
1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,
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)

The S
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[JJHere!
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5
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9)

9

10

7

8

11

12

ELECTRIC;CUITAR$

13 f€l tI;1'(19 i'j [if _

,------::----...,

r----------_______.
Broads & Sons
Painting

MAINELY
FRIENDS

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
SERVICE

Secure with their sexuality.
Write PO Box 681 Freeport,
ME 04032

Weekly, CBW Box #_ ,187 Clark Street,
Portland, 'Maine 04102. Letters will be
fowarded to boxholders twice a week.

«

muslca

Ilifiii'I;'r1i)~

574 Congress St,
(Above Record Land)

761-8084
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
17
18
19
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate • 1989 United Feature Syndic.le.
for Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow
Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE #11
be selected from among the correct entries
IX) 31,460 (26 x 11 x 11 x 10)
by a random drawing, Contestants are
IV) 900 (30 x 30)
ineligible to win more than one prize in a
VII) 8,910 (11 x 10 x 9 x 9)
four-week span, and only one entry is alII) 126,000 (40 x 21 x 10 xIS)
lowed per contestant.
III) 212,100 (1010 x 21 x 10 x 1~
I) 6,000 (20 x 1 x 15 x 20)
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
must be received by noon Wednesday,
V) 56,100 (510 x 1 x 11 x 10)
X) 231 (1 x 21 x 1 x 11)
April 5. The solution to this week's Real
Puzzle will appear in the April 13issue of
VI) 24,200 (110 x 10 x 22)
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess
VIII) 381,500 (70 x 109 x 50)
to:
(
It's comforting to know that numbers
Th. Real Puzzle 1113
don't intimidate a few people, even in
c..co aay Weekly
these days of calculators and spreadsheets.
187 Clark Street
First prize goes to Nancy Merrill of PortPortland, ME 04102
land, Second goes to Marvin C. Chaiken of
Cape Elizabeth.

ernie pook's corn!.~k

20

Join us to find out who will win the
Casco Bay Weekly Treasure Hunt
(and for you losers, remember, the winner
takes a guest of their choice on the cruise),
Look good because Channel 24
and WBLM will be there too.

-

Peg legs and eye patches are optional.

Wanted: Office Space
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for a larger space to
call home. If you have a space to rent or lease that
meets the following guidelines, please call Gary
Santaniello at 775-6601.

THE BAllOON GIRL)

626-0195

.-
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letters of each word are also the first two
letters of the next word. (For example, the
last two letters in the word "hobo" are the

Asbestos
Removal

781-2500

t.- •

the reid p"Qg,e
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1, Between 2000-3000 square fp.et on Portland peninsula or within a mile of downtown.
2. Flexible (preferably open) layout that can accomodate our needs, r'lther than us having to accomodate the space.
3. Capability for darkroom, including plumbing,
4. Visible & accessible site (we want people to be
able to see and/or reach our office easily. Do not need
ground-floor storefront, but need street-facing windows if above first floor.)
5, Some (approx. 50 SF) ground-floorstorage space.
6. With 11 full-time employees working daily in
office, need availability of some on-street parking
close by. If necessary would rent some spots on a
monthly /yearly basis, but not more than 4 spots.
Also, room for at least two close access parking spots
for quick drop-ins, drop-offs,
7. Own entrance and accessibility to building at all
hours.
8, Approximate cost in $6-7/SF range.
Intangibles: in/near a neighborhood over strictly
commercial zone; space with character over cookie- .
cutter office space; windows over window-less; compatible mix of complementary tenants over Balkanized building; lower floors over higher floors; gas
heat over electric; windows over air-conditioning.
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THE SEARCH FOR THE
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# 10
-- CLUE
On a cobbled street below the crowd
look for someplace boastful, proud;
with walls of green
that tend to lean
- toward a place where seamen vowed.
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CLUE # 1
"

f\

Near a corner named for Milk
you'D find drinks ofa different Ilk.
And If you chance to sec The Dragon,
change your ways or you'D be draggln'
and longing for the land of sUk.

=
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CLUE'2

A suitcase Is a handy thIng
when you skip town, or have a fling.
So ski p along the wharf of stones
to a cache of bags with natty tones.

CLUE I 3
In Tommy. buDdl ng, long and high,
there Is a timepiece In the sky.
Above the town and POrt of old,
o'er a street named for things sold,
find a place with Casco's name
for your next clue In this treasure game.
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CLUn;; 4
Fiest came Woodman, with Mansard top,

then further west, the Emery block
and beneath the floor
of the one next door
Is a port of prerecorded pop.

CLUE' 6

Amble eastward from Henry's glance
to a hotel named for a guy from France,
and tn a streets Ide shop you'll find a clue
that could be custom made for you.

CLUEI7
In the forest there Is a quay
filled with thtngs from far away.
Though crucial to this treasure hunt,
this pier's not on the waterfront.

CLUE'S

In swanky Westport there's a warehouse which is
home to clever scams and stitches.
If you can choose
you'D find these clues
and be the one to ftnd the riches.

CLUE' 9

To find yourself a taste that's hotter,
up from Tommys you should totter.
If your're not too crazy
you can be a bit lazy;
but what e'rc you do, don't drink the watet'.

CLUE' 5

Hickory, dickory, dock
on the corner stands a clock
that once timed trains
and now remains
to lead you east, and to the top.

.,,
THE CONTEST
It's easy to play. There are two parts:
1. The weekly Riddle: A weekly riddle will appear on the Treasure Hunt page in
Casco Bay Weekly. Each week's clue also will be read on the air on WBLM (107.5 FM)
and on Portland's newest TV station, NTV (UHF Channel 24). The answer to each
week's riddle will be one of the businesses sponsoring the Treasure Hunt.
2. The Treasure Map: Once you solve that week's riddle, go to that sponsoring
location and ask for that week's piece of the treasure map. At the end of the 10-week
contest, you will have a 9-piece treasure map and a map legend. Once it's pieced
together correctly, you will have a map of Casco Bay. By using the legend and reading
the map, you will be able to find the location of the treasure: a location in Casco Bay.
And don't worry if you're a late starter - each week's correct location will keep extras
of their map piece for the entire contest.
Send your contest answer to Treasure Hunt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04102. It must be received by noon April 12. A drawing will be held at
thc conclusion of the contest, and the first correct entry drawn will win the entire
treasure, including a Carnival Cruise for two to the Bahamas from Hewins Travel,
where vacations are HOT!'
Employces and family members of Casco Bay Weekly, WBLM, NTV/Channcl 24 and
Ilcwins Travel are not eligible to win.

HEWINS TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS

INC

WHERE
VACATIONS
AREHOn

c grand prize is a Carnival Cruise for two to the
Bahamas from Hewins Travel, where vacations are
I [OT! Other prizes include an ensemble of blueand white-striped luggage from Portmanteau; a
Papasan chair from Pier 1 Imports; a Sonesta Hotel
Theatre Package (two tickets to a show at the
Pcrforming Arts Center, a double occupancy deluxe
room and breakfast, taxes and gratuities included);
a $75 gift certificate from Abacus Handerafters
Gallery; a $100 shopping extravaganza from Casco
Variety; a collection of the Academy Award-winning
"Best Pictures" of the past 10 years from Videoport;
a stylish Drizzle Partner pullover from Options; a
$50 gift certificate from HuShang on Exchange
Street; a $75 gift certificate from Dos Locos; a $25
gift certificate from Squire Morgan's; a $100 gift
certificate towards custom-made draperies at
The Custom Shop; and a Wristrock watch
from Conceits.

WBLM107·S
esc'

Sponsored by Videoport, Options, The Top of the East, Casco Variety, Portmanteau, Pier 1 Imports, The Custom Shop,
HuShang on Exchange Street, Abacus Handcrafters Gallery, Squire Morgan's, Dos Locos and Conceits.

